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ABSTRACT

The following collection of case studies serves as an overview of important concepts
in financial reporting. Every publicly traded company is subject to the same financial
accounting standards, meaning these concepts have important real-world
applications. The goal of this thesis was to investigate further into the specifics of
these concepts to gain a better understanding of their impact on the decisionmaking processes of these companies. The standards that these companies must
follow are not uniformly applied to all companies, so the majority of accountants’
work comes from assuring that each company’s subjective interpretation of the
standards is appropriate. The end goal is to produce a set of financial statements
that are free of any material misstatements to be used and analyzed by potential
investors. Each section herein contains a different case, each containing a unique
accounting issue that was evaluated and solved on an individual basis using
financial accounting knowledge, official codification, and some independent
research. As a result of doing this study, my familiarity with not only the accounting
concepts, but also the tools used in public accounting, like Microsoft Excel, has given
me a head start on my peers who did not go through the same course of study.
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Case 1
Home Heater Companies

Glenwood Heating, Inc.
Vs.
Eads Heater, Inc.
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Investment Decision:

Glenwood Heating, Inc. VS. Eads Heater, Inc.
This comparison is one between firms of very equivalent size, structure, and life
span within the same industry. With so many similar numbers in the financial
statements and ratio analysis, there are a few critical numbers that should influence
the decision on which company to invest in. Here are some key advantages and
disadvantages for each firm:
Glenwood: Advantages – Net Income, Asset management, Return on Owners’ Equity
Disadvantages – Uncertain future contracts, Cash flows (esp. Operating
activities)
Eads: Advantages – More certainty in the future, Cash Flows (esp. Operating
activities), Operating cycle
Disadvantages – Debt Ratio, Return on Assets/Owners’ Equity
Each advantage/disadvantage carries a particular weight when considering the
overall quality of investment that each firm would be. Glenwood’s advantages lie in
the financial ratio areas as they have a slightly better ratio than Eads in most
measures, thanks in large part to Glenwood’s higher net income.

However,

Glenwood has a major red flag in its Statement of Cash Flows with its severely
negative net cash flows from operations (-$16,374) and cash balance of only $426 at
year-end. The cash flow numbers should raise questions on how - or if - this
company will be able to fund its own operations. To go along with this uncertainty,
Glenwood has agreed to rent a major piece of equipment for $16,000 for one more
year of use, but after next year, the owner of the equipment would not promise them
the same price. There is no way to know how high the price to rent this equipment
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could go, but the owner has all the power in the relationship with Glenwood since
they cannot function without his equipment.

Where Glenwood’s largest weaknesses are lay the greatest strengths of Eads. Eads
nearly broke-even on operating activities (-$325) and ended the year with a cash
account balance of $7,835. There is no uncertainty around Eads’ ability to fund their
operations next year. Another thing that adds to that certainty is the 8-year capital
lease contract that they signed with the owner of the important piece of equipment.
Eads also has an operating cycle that is over a month shorter than that of Glenwood.
Eads has slightly poorer profitability and long-term solvency ratios than Glenwood,
but these differences come from the accounting decisions the two firms made, not
from Glenwood having a far superior financial year.

Eads Heater, Inc. appears to be the safer investment after the first year of business
due to their efficient business dealings, locked-in contracts for several years at a fair
price, and plenty of cash reserves to continue to fund operations in the future.

APPENDIX A
RATIO ANALYSIS
I. Liquidity Ratios
Looking at the liquidity ratios gives us an idea of the liquidity and debt-paying ability of
the two firms. The Current Ratio indicates the firms’ ability to cover all current liabilities
with current assets. Glenwood has a slightly higher Current Ratio, meaning they have
more current assets to cover liabilities for the near future than Eads, but only slightly. In
terms of immediate liquidity, Eads’ Acid-test Ratio is slightly better so they have a
greater ability to pay off short-term obligations without relying on the sale of inventories.
Eads sells their inventory and turns over their accounts receivables quicker than
6

Glenwood, leading to a discrepancy in the operating cycle of nearly 35 days (Eads =
185.09 days, Glenwood = 219.64 days). This discrepancy is important from an investor’s
viewpoint because that 35-day difference means that Eads is receiving cash that they can
then turn around and use for a variety of different, and potentially valuable, projects or
reinvestments a full month before Glenwood can. Although this may shine a favorable
light on Eads, the following ratio analyses may show that Glenwood is covering this gap
in other ways.
II. Profitability Ratios
The Profitability Ratios show us how well the firms generate profits from their assets and
equity. Profit Margin is an important indicator of profitability as it measures profits as a
percentage of each sales dollar. Glenwood’s profit margin is 23%, so they are receiving
$0.23 of every dollar sold as profits compared to Eads’ $0.17. Over an entire year of
sales, this $0.06 difference per dollar adds up to significantly higher profits for
Glenwood. One place to see the effect of this difference is by looking at Earnings per
Share. Glenwood had an EPS of $28.98 while Eads brought in $22.04 for the same
number of shares. In terms of Return on Assets and Return on Owners’ Equity,
Glenwood again holds an edge over Eads; meaning Glenwood is driving more profits out
of their assets and generating more income out of the investments in the company. In the
profitability ratios section, we saw that Eads had an advantage over Glenwood in terms of
how quickly they received cash from sales. However, these ratios show that Glenwood is
better at creating profits from the assets and investments that they do receive. The 35-day
advantage that Eads holds is worth nothing if they do not use that cash to fund valueincreasing projects. Glenwood has proven that any investment they receive can be
converted to profits more efficiently than the same investment in Eads can be, and that is
a very positive sign for a potential investor. Return on Owners’ Equity is a very strong
measure of performance because it shows how well a firm is using its investments to
generate profits. It is proof to investors that a firm can or cannot turn the money
investors give them into profits. In the case of these two firms, Glenwood has proven
that they can do this slightly better than Eads.
III. Long-Term Solvency Ratios
The Debt Ratio of a company is a sign of the firm’s leverage that creditors use to
determine the risk of lending money to the firm. Since our two firms are in the same
industry, comparing their Debt Ratios is relevant. While both firms have a fairly high
debt ratio. Glenwood has slightly less debt financing at 64% compared to Eads’ 71%.
Therefore, Glenwood appears to be slightly less risky to a creditor. With two very
similar companies in terms of their financials, this ratio could influence a lot of creditor
decisions in the future, meaning Glenwood appears to be able to grow more rapidly than
Eads. Times Interest Earned is measure of how many times over the firm could pay its
interest expense over the previous year of operations. A higher Times Interest Earned
Ratio means that a company is covering the minimum payments necessary to continue as
a business by a wider margin. A high ratio could also mean that the company could take
on additional debt to fund more projects. Glenwood has a 5.47 TIE Ratio compared to
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Eads’ 3.69. Glenwood appears to be more able to cover its interest expenses, and
therefore would to be able to take on additional debt to fund research projects.

APPENDIX B
Financial Statement Analysis
I. Income Statement
One of the most important numbers to look at for each company is net income. After
just one year of operations, it can provide crucial information about the prospects
for the companies. A solid net income on the first year of operations shows great
hope that the company will grow on the promising foundation it created. Both of
these firms ended the period with revenues of $398,500. From this line in the
statement down, the effects of accounting decisions begin to take place. By choosing
to use FIFO method to determine the cost of goods sold, Glenwood was able tor
report lower costs due to the price of inventory that rose throughout the year. The
largest difference between the two income statements is the depreciation expense.
Eads decided to use double declining depreciation on its delivery equipment and
agreed to lease a piece of operating equipment, rather than rent, which caused their
depreciation expense to be $22,500 greater than Glenwood’s. Another smaller
difference was that Eads estimated 5% of receivables would not be collected
compared to Glenwood’s 1% estimation. Thanks to these accounting decisions,
Glenwood turned equal revenues into over $20,000 more in net income for the first
year, which bodes well with investors.
II. Statement of Stockholders’ Equity
The two companies had the same activity in terms of number of shares sold,
contributed capital from those shares, and dividends paid. The difference in the
final balances of total Stockholder’s Equity is simply from the differences in net
income.
III. Balance Sheet
This is another very similar statement for the two firms. Eads reported higher total
assets and total liabilities and equity thanks in large part to the capital lease
agreement that they made for the piece of equipment. This agreement left large
balances in the Leased Equipment and Lease Payable accounts.
IV. Statement of Cash Flows
All of those accounting decisions that made Eads’ net income lower than that of
Glenwood’s come back into play in this statement, except this time they are more
favorable to Eads’ causes. Due to the higher Cost of Goods Sold, depreciation
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expense, and allowance for doubtful accounts estimation Eads’ ended up with a net
loss of $325 cash from operating activities. Glenwood had a net loss of cash from
operating activities of $16,374. The only other difference in the investing and
financing sections was the payment that Eads made on its leased equipment. At the
end of the period, Glenwood ended with an alarming balance of $426 in its cash
account. Eads finished the period with $7,835 in cash. Glenwood’s flow from
operating activities is something to keep a close eye on because investors would
prefer that to be a positive number, but any increase would be a step in the right
direction.
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APPENDIX C
Income Statements – Tables 1-1 and 1-2
Glenwood(Income(Statement
Sales&Revenue
Cost&of&Goods&Sold

$398,500
$177,000

Gross(Profit
Operating(expenses
&&Bad&Debt&Expense

$221,500

$994

&&Depreciation&Expense

$19,000

&&Rent&expense
&&Other&operatng&expenses

$16,000
$34,200

Total(operating(expenses
Income(from(operations

$70,194
$151,306

((Interest(Expense

$27,650

Income(before(tax
Income&Tax&Provision

$123,656
$30,914

NET(INCOME

$92,742

Eads%Income%Statement
Sales&Revenue

$398,500

Cost&of&Goods&Sold

$188,800

Gross%Profit
Operating%expenses
&&Bad&Debt&Expense
&&Depreciation&Expense
&&Rent&expense
&&Other&operatng&expenses

$209,700

$4,970
$41,500
$0
$34,200

Total%operating%expenses

$80,670

Income%from%Operations
&&Interest&Expense

$129,030
$35,010

Income%before%tax

$94,020

&&Income&Tax&Provision
NET%INCOME

$23,505
$70,515
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APPENDIX D
Statement of Stockholders’ Equity
Table 1-3: Glenwood Statement of Stockholders’ Equity
Common Stock Paid-In capital Retained Earnings Total Stockholders' Equity
Balance on January 1
Issued Shares for Cash

$0

$0

$160,000

$0
$160,000

Net Income
Cash Dividends
Balance on December 31

$0

$160,000

$92,742
$23,200

$92,742
$23,200

$69,542

$229,542

Table 1-4: Eads Statement of Stockholders’ Equity
Common Stock Paid-In capital Retained Earnings Total Stockholders' Equity
Balance on January 1
Issued Shares for Cash

$0
$160,000

$0

$0
$160,000

Net Income

$70,515

$70,515

Cash Dividends
Balance on December 31

$23,200
$47,315

$23,200
$207,315

$160,000

$0
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APPENDIX E
Balance Sheet
Table 1-5: Glenwood Balance Sheet
ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Current Assets
Cash

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable
Allowance for bad debts
Inventory

$426
$99,400
$994
$62,800

Total Current Assets
Property, Plant & Equipment

Interest payable
Total Current Liabilities

$26,440
$6,650
$33,090

$161,632
Long Term Liabilities

Land
$70,000
Building
$350,000
Accumulated Depreciation - Building
$10,000

Notes payable
$380,000
Lease Payable
$0
Total Long Term Liabilities

$380,000

Equipment
$80,000
Accumulated Depreciation - Equipment
$9,000
Leased Equipment
$0

Total Liabilities

$413,090

EQUITY

Accumulated Depreciation - Leased Equipment
$0
Total Property, Plant, & Equipment
$481,000
TOTAL ASSETS

$642,632

Common Stock
Retained Earnings

$160,000
$69,542

Total Equity

$229,542

Total Liabilities and Equity

$642,632
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Table 1-6: Eads Balance sheet
ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Current Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Allowance for bad debts
Inventory

Current Liabilities
$7,835

Building

Interest payable

$4,970

$6,650

Total Current Liabilities

$33,090

$153,265
Long Term Liabilities
$70,000

Notes payable

$380,000

$350,000

Lease Payable

$83,360

Accumulated Depreciation - Building
$10,000
Equipment

$26,440

$51,000

Total Current Assets
Property, Plant & Equipment
Land

Accounts Payable

$99,400

$80,000

Total Long Term Liabilities

$463,360

Total Liabilities

$496,450

Accumulated Depreciation - Equipment
$20,000
Leased Equipment

$92,000

EQUITY

Accumulated Depreciation - Leased
$11,500
Equipment
Total Property, Plant, & Equipment

$550,500

TOTAL ASSETS

$703,765

Common Stock
Retained Earnings

$160,000
$47,315

Total Equity

$207,315

Total Liabilities and Equity

$703,765
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APPENDIX F
Statement of Cash Flows
Table 1-7: Glenwood Statement of Cash Flows
Cash%Flows%form%Operating%Activities
%%Net%Income

$92,742

Adjustments%to%reconcile%net%income%to%net%cash%provided%
by%operating%activities:
%%Depreciation%Expense

$19,000

%%Increase%in%Accounts%Receivable
%%Increase%in%Inventory

$98,406
$62,800

%%Increase%in%Accounts%Payable
%%Increase%in%Interest%Payable
Net$Cash$Provided$by$Operating$Activities

$26,440
$6,650

Cash%Flows%from%Investing%Activities
%%Purchase%of%Building
%%Purchase%of%Equipment
%%Purchase%of%Land
Net$Cash$Provided$by$Investing$Activities

$109,116
$16,374

$350,000
$80,000
$70,000
$500,000

Cash%Flows%from%Financing%Activities
%%Issuance%of%Common%Stock
%%Increase%in%Notes%Payable
%%Payment%of%Dividends
Net$cash$provided$by$Financing$Activities

$160,000
$380,000
$23,200
$516,800

Net%Increase%in%Cash

$426

Cash%from%beginning%of%year
Cash%at%end%of%year

$0
$426
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Table 1-8: Eads Statement of Cash Flows
Cash Flows form Operating Activities
Net Income

$70,515

Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided
by operating activities:
Depreciation Expense

$41,500

Increase in Net Accounts Receivable

$94,430

Increase in Inventory

$51,000

Increase in Accounts Payable

$26,440

Increase in Interest Payable

$6,650

Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities

$70,840
$325

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Purchase of Building

$350,000

Purchase of Equipment

$80,000

Purchase of Land

$70,000

Net Cash Provided by Investing Activities

$500,000

Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Issuance of Common Stock

$160,000

Increase in Notes Payable

$380,000

Payment on Leased Equipment
Payment of Dividends
Net cash provided by Financing Activities
Net Increase in Cash
Cash from beginning of year
Cash at end of year

$8,640
$23,200
$508,160
$7,835
$0
$7,835
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Table 1-9
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APPENDIX H
Table 1-10: Transactions from year 1 - EADS
Transaction 1
Transaction 2

Cash
Common Stock
Cash

Transaction 3

Notes Payable
Land

Transaction 4
Transaction 5
Transaction 6
Transactionn 8
Transaction 9

Transaction 10
Transaction 11
Transaction 12
Transaction 13
Transaction 14
Transaction 15

Transaction 16

Transaction 17

Building
Cash
Equipment
Cash
Inventory
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Sales
Accounts Payable
Cash
Notes Payable
Interest Expense
Cash
Other opertating Exp.
Cash
Dividends Paid
Cash
Interest Expense
Interest Payable
Bad Debt Expense
Allowance for bad debts
Cost of Goods Sold
Inventory
Depreciation Expense
Acc. Depr. - Building
Acc. Depr. - Equipment
Leased Equipment
Depreciation Expense
Interest Expense
Cash
Acc. Depr. - Leased Equip.
Lease Payable
Provision for Income Taxes
Cash

DEBIT
$160,000

CREDIT
$160,000

$400,000
$400,000
$70,000
$350,000
$420,000
$80,000
$80,000
$239,800
$239,800
$398,500
$398,500
$213,360
$213,360
$20,000
$21,000
$41,000
$34,200
$34,200
$23,200
$23,200
$6,650
$6,650
$4,970
$4,970
$188,800
$188,800
$30,000
$10,000
$20,000
$92,000
$11,500
$7,360
$16,000
$11,500
$83,360
$23,505
$23,505
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Table 1-11: Transactions from Year 1- GLENWOOD
DEBIT

CREDIT

Transaction 1

Cash
Common Stock

$160,000

Transaction 2

Cash
Notes Payable

$400,000

Transaction 3

Land
Building
Cash

Transaction 4

$160,000
$400,000
$70,000
$350,000
$420,000

Equipment
Cash

$80,000

Transaction 5

Inventory

$239,800

Transaction 6

Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

Transactionn 8

Sales
Accounts Payable

Transaction 9

Cash
Notes Payable

$20,000

Interest Expense

$21,000

Transaction 10

Cash
Other opertating Exp.

$34,200

Transaction 11

Cash
Dividends Paid

$23,200

Transaction 12

Cash
Interest Expense

$80,000
$239,800
$398,500
$398,500
$213,360
$213,360

$41,000
$34,200
$23,200
$6,650

Interest Payable
Transaction 13

Bad Debt Expense
Allowance for bad debts

Transaction 14

Cost of Goods Sold
Inventory

Transaction 15

Depreciation Expense
Acc. Depr. - Building

$6,650
$994
$994
$177,000
$177,000
$19,000
$10,000

Acc. Depr. - Equipment

$9,000

Transaction 16

Rent Expense
Cash

$16,000

Transaction 17

Provision for Income Taxes
Cash

$30,914

$16,000
$30,914
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Case 2
Molson Coors Brewing Company

Profitability and Earnings
Persistence

19

If an investor looking into a company looks at every single line item with a finetoothed comb to determine it’s potential effects on future earnings, then by the time
they finish investigating, the information would no longer be relevant because it
took such a long time to make the decision.

To streamline the process of

determining what items are important, investors can look for a few special
characteristics, and then go into more detail on the items that display these
characteristics.

The first characteristic is the item must be from the business’s core operations. If it
is an operating item, then the investor knows that it was crucial to the business’s
production and selling of its product. By having this characteristic, the item shows
an investor that it was a direct source of profits or losses that the company earned
during the period. (Calculation of income from operations can be found in part (l) iii
in the appendix)

The second characteristic is persistence. If an item is persistent, that means that it is
expected to continue into the future at an amount somewhat similar to what it is in
the current period (Amounts may vary; and variance could be positive or negative,
i.e. sales increasing or costs increasing). Investors can focus on persistent items
when determining potential future cash flows because they can depend on these
items being there in a similar amount for the foreseeable future.
(Calculation of persistent income can be found in part (k) in the Appendix)
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For this case, we can go through Molson Coors’ Income Statement and determine
which items are both persistent and from operations to help make our final decision
on this company’s investment potential.

Table 2-1

Molson Coors
Persistent, Operating Items
2013

Sales
Excise Tax
Net Sales
COGS
Gross Profit
Marketing, General, and Admin. Expenses
Equity Income in MillerCoors
Operating income (loss)

$5,999.60
$1,793.50
$4,206.10
$2,545.60
$1,660.50
$1,193.80
$539.00
$1,005.70

As seen above, Molson Coors’ persistent operations yield a significant amount of
income. That is a very important number to start an investment decision with.
Because it is so large, the investor should be intrigued to look into the company in
more detail. So from there, the investor can look at the total income statement from
previous year(s) to get an idea of what influence potential items outside of the
persistent operating ones have on overall net income. In this case, the investor
would find items such as the ‘Special items, net’ that includes employee charges,
asset abandonment, and infrequent items such as flood loss (all of which are not
persistent). Then there are items that could be considered persistent, but not
operating, as they do not arise from the production or sale of Molson Coors’ beer.
Examples of these items include interest expense and interest revenue, which
clearly have no connection to the actual operations of the business. Then there are
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other items such as Income (loss) from discontinued operations, which will have no
effect on the future of the business after this year.

Another important tool investors can use to make an investment decision is the
Return on Net Operating Assets ratio. The RNOA is a comparison of income from
core operations and the net operating resources invested in the company. It is a
very precise measurement of core income derived directly from operational assets.
Based on what items were determined as operational and non-operational, Molson
Coors’ RNOA was 74.9% in 2012 and 71.0% in 2013 (Calculation found in part n of
the appendix). The RNOA measurement shows that Molson Coors has generated a
very good return on core assets in previous years, which tells investors that their
core operations should remain steady in the future as well.
Based on the persistent operating line items and Molson Coors’ strong RNOA, I
would say that this company would be a safe investment to make. There are very
few, if any indications that the business’s core operation of brewing and selling beer
will slow down any time in the future.
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APPENDIX

Answers to Questions
(a)

1. Operating Section
a. Sales or Revenues
b. Cost of Goods Sold
c. Selling Expenses
d. Administrative or General Expenses
2. Non-operating Section
a. Other revenues and gains
b. Other expenses and losses
3. Income tax
4. Discontinued Operations
5. Extraordinary Items
6. Non-controlling Items
7. Earnings per Share

(b)

FASB requires companies to provide classified income statements so that
they report and classify individual items in sufficient detail to permit users to
assess the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of future cash flows.

(c)

Persistent Income makes financial statements comparable to each other over
time. If the users of financial statements are using the same source of income
from year to year, then the comparison that they will be able to make with
previous years is valid.

(d)

Comprehensive Income is the change in equity of an entity during a period
from transactions and other events and circumstances from non-owner
sources. It includes all changes in equity during a period except those
resulting from investments by owners and distributions to owners. It
recognizes unrealized gains and losses that are not recognized on net
income, as well as pension adjustments, and foreign currency translation
costs among other things.

(e)

Sales are the total revenue recognized from the sale of a business’s normal
operations. Net sales are the sales amount, less any sales discounts and
allowances, and in Molson Coors’ case the excise tax on alcohol as well.

(f)

i)
Molson Coors includes items such as employee-related charges,
impairments or asset abandonment charges, unusual or infrequent items,
and termination fees and other gains(losses).
ii) Molson Coors does not consider these items indicative of their core
operations, so they classify them as special items. I think that considering
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these as operating expenses is justified because they are arising from their
operations, they just do not see them as indicative of the state of operations.
(g)

All of the items included in the “Special items, net” line item apply to
operations in some way (floods, debt restructuring, operating asset
management, employee restructuring). “Other income (expenses), net” items
have no relation to the company’s normal operations (bridges, baseball
teams, foreign currency exchange).

(h)

i) Comprehensive income in 2013 was $760.2 million. Net income in the
same year was $567.3 million.
ii) The comprehensive income included foreign currency translation
adjustments, unrealized gains on derivative instruments, pensions and
postretirement benefits, and ownership share of unconsolidated
subsidiaries’ other comprehensive income. These items are related by all
being from non-operating functions.

(i)

Non-persistent items:
Special items, net- Varied from ($12.3 mil) in 2011 to ($200.0 mil) in 2013
Other income (expense), net- went from (90.3 mil) to $18.9 mil in one year
Income from Discontinued operations – cannot expect this to happen
consistently year-to-year.

(j)

i) Effective Tax Rate

!",!!!,!!!
!"#,!"",!!!

= 12.83%

ii) A rate of about 13% can be expected based on previous tax deferral and
foreign market gains. The effective rate was the same in 2011 and 2013. In
2012, the company had to record additional tax expense in 2012 due to
increases in the valuation allowance related to capital loss carry forwards
and operating losses in several jurisdictions, which are not expected to be
persistent.
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(k)
Table 2-2

Molson Coors
2013 Persistent Income Statement

Sales
Excise Tax
Net Sales
COGS
Gross Profit
Marketing, General, and Admin. Expenses
Equity Income in MillerCoors
Operating income (loss)
Other income (expense), net
Interest expense
Interest income
Total other income(expense), net
Income (loss) from continuing operations
before income taxes
Income Tax benefit (expense) (estimated at 13%)
Net Income (loss) from continuing operations
Less: Net (income) loss attributable to Non-controlling
interests
Net Persistent income (loss) attributable to
Molson Coors Brewing Company
(l)

$5,999.60
$1,793.50
$4,206.10
$2,545.60
$1,660.50
$1,193.80
$539.00
$1,005.70
$183.80
$13.70
$170.10
$835.60
$108.63
$726.97
$5.20

$721.77

i) Interest Expense- Costs associated with Molson Coors’ borrowings to
finance their operations.
Interest Income- Includes interest earned on cash and cash equivalents
across the business, as well as trade loans receivable
(Primarily in U.K.) and a portion of beer revenue that is
reclassified to reflect a market rate of interest.
Net Income (Loss) attributable to non-controlling interests- Income
or loss from marketable securities.
Income (Loss) from discontinued operations, net of tax- Income or loss
from discontinued operations.
Other Income (Expense) net- Gains and losses associated with activities
not directly related to brewing and selling beer.
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ii) Table 2-3
Non-Operating Income (Loss) for 2012-2013
Interest Income, net of tax
Net Income (Loss) attributable to non-controlling interests, net
of tax
Other Income (Expense) net, net of tax
Interest Expense, net of tax
Income (Loss) from discontinued operations, net of tax
Net Income (Loss) from non-operating items

2013
$12.1

2012
$11.3

$4.6
$3.4
$16.6 $79.5
$161.7 $172.7
$2.0
$1.5
$135.6 $236.0

iii) Table 2-4
Net-Operating Profit, after tax for 2012-2013
Net Income
Add: Net Income (Loss) from non-operating items
Net Operating profit, after tax

(m)

2013
$567.3
$135.6
$702.9

2012
$443.0
$236.0
$679.0

i) Deferred tax assets- These are not a part of the brewing/selling process.
Goodwill- Not a part of the brewing/selling process.
Other Intangibles - These are not a part of the brewing/selling process.
Investment in MillerCoors- Not a part of Molson Coors’ operations
Non-current Notes Receivable- Not a part of operating assets.
Derivative Hedging Instruments- Does not arise from operations.
Deferred tax liabilities- Cost that does not arise from operations
Discontinued Operations- Not a cost from current operations.
Long-Term Debt- Not a current operating liability.
Unrecognized Tax benefits- Is not an operating liability
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ii) Table2-5
Net Operating Assets
Operating Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Accounts and Notes receivable:
Trade, less allowance for doubtful accounts of $13.6
and $13.4, respectively
Affiliates
Current notes receivable, less allowance for
doubtful accounts of $1.1 and $1.6, respectively
Inventories
Properties, less Acc. Depr. Of $1,458.7 and $1,224.6,
respectively
Total operating Assets
Operating Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Current Portion of Long-Term Debt
Total Operating Liabilities
Net Operating Assets

2013

2012

442.3

624

572.8
30.8

608.3
52.2

124.4
205.3

92.9
213.9

1537.7
2913.3

1,748
3339.3

1336.4
586.9
1923.3
$990.0

1186.9
1245.6
2432.5
$906.8

(n) Table 2-6
RNOA
2013
$702.9
$990.0
71.0%

Net Operating Profit, after tax
/ Net operating assets
RNOA

2012
$679.0
$906.8
74.9%

(o) Table 2-7
Operating Profit Margin
Net Operating Profit, after tax
/Sales
Operating Profit Margin

2013
$725.6
$5,999.6
0.121

2012
$713.4
$5,615.0
0.127

Table 2-8
Net Operating Asset Turnover
2013
Sales
$5,999.6
/Net Operating Assets
$990.0
Net Operating Asset Turnover
6.060

2012
$5,615.0
$906.8
6.192
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The slight decrease in profit margin and operating asset turnover in 2013 compared
to 2012 cause the RNOA to decrease during that time span as well. Although the
company generated more sales in 2013, their ability to generate profit and turn over
operating assets was slightly inferior to the prior year.
(p) Table 2-9
RNOA (with Persistent Income instead of NOPAT)
2013
Persistent Income
721.77
/Net Operating Assets
990
RNOA
0.729
I think that the RNOA measured with persistent income is a better measure that
RNOA with net operating profit, after tax. Even though the both measures are
nearly identical, I think that the persistent income could include items that, although
they are not considered operating items, can be reasonably expected to continue on
into the future and have an important impact on future earnings.
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Case 3
Golden Enterprises, Inc.

Statement of
Cash Flows
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Many investors and financial evaluators consider the statement of cash flows as the
most telling (in terms of current financial standing) of all the financial statements.
The statement shows potential investors or creditors the firm’s ability to generate
future cash flows, the firm’s ability to pay dividends and meet obligations, the
reasons for the difference between net income and cash flow from operations, and
all cash and noncash investing and financing transactions. The three sections of the
statement of cash flows are the operating section, the investing section, and the
financing section. These will be described in more detail in the following example of
constructing the statement of cash flows from fiscal year 2013 for Golden
Enterprises, Inc.

We will use information obtained from the other financial

statements (mainly the balance sheet) to construct accurate T-accounts that affected
the firm’s cash flow.
Operating Section
The goal of the operating section is to show the excess of cash receipts over cash
disbursements from operating activities. This amount is determined by converting
net income on an accrual basis to net income on a cash basis. To accomplish this,
firms add or deduct the items on the income statement that do not involve a transfer
of cash from net income by looking at the balance sheet and other appropriate
information given (Increase in current asset = Subtract from net income;
increase in current liability = Add to net income). Here is a demonstration using
Golden Enterprises 2013 financial statements, accompanied by the appropriate Taccounts:
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Start with net income.
Net Income (from income statement):

$1,134,037

Make proper adjustments.
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash
provided by operating activities:
The first step is to add back deprecation (and amortization) expense, as this is a noncash
expense that was originally deducted to get to net income:
Accumulated Depreciation
$62,788,133
$399,484
$3,538,740
$65,927,389

<-Depreciation expense for the year

Depreciation

$3,538,740

Next, the case tells us to treat the deferred income tax assets and liabilities as one
account. In our case, Golden had greater deferred income tax liabilities than assets as
shown by the credit balance:
Deferred income taxes, net
(current and long-term)
$2,894,123
<-Decrease in a liability account = subtract from net
$185,939
$2,708,184 income
Deferred Income Taxes, net

($185,939)

Next is the gain/loss on the sale of fixed assets. We subtract a net gain and add a net
loss. The amount can be found in this case by comparing the necessary adjusting
entries in the PPE T-account (i.e. the cost of disposed property) and the
Accumulated depreciation T-account (i.e. the accumulated depreciation of the
disposed property):
Accumulated Depreciation
$62,788,133
$399,484
$3,538,740
$65,927,389
Gain on sale of fixed assets

399,484 – 338,444 =
$60,040 gain

PPE, gross
$89,285,723
$4,149,678
$93,022,443

$74,514
$338,444

($60,040)
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Now, we can begin assessing the changes in account balances of other income
statement items. The changes can be found on the balance sheet and are shown in
the yellow cell of each T-account:
Accounts Receivable, net.
$10,566,073
$106,367
$10,459,706

<-Decrease in asset account = add to net income

Change in accounts receivable, net
Inventories
$5,156,789
$200,985
$4,955,813

<- Decrease in asset account = add to net income

Change in inventories

Prepaid Expenses
$1,754,874
$200,137
$1,554,737

$200,985

<- Decrease in asset account = add to net income

Change in prepaid expenses
Cash surrender value of
life insurance
$758,667
$62,906
$695,761

$200,137

<- Decrease in asset account = add to net income

Change in Cash surrender value of life insurance
Other assets
$1,450,732
$191,298
$1,642,030
Change in Other assets

$106,367

$62,906

<- Increase in asset account = subtract from net income

($191,298)
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Accounts payable
$6,025,465
$1,216,399
$4,809,066

<- Decrease in liability account = subtract from net
income

Change in accounts payable

($1,216,399)

Other1accrued1expenses
$4,472,079
$954,938
$5,427,017

<- Increase in liability account = add to net income

Change in accrued expenses
Salary continuation plan
(current and long-term)
$1,279,233
$49,774
$1,229,459

$954,938

<- Decrease in liability account = subtract from net
income

Change in salary continuation plan
Accrued Income Taxes, net
(combined)
$59,894
$113,369
$53,475

($49,774)

<- This account is the net of the asset and liability
accrued tax accounts. Since the ending balance is a
credit, we treat the change as an increase in a liability
account = add to net income.

Change in accrued income taxes

$113,369

Net Cash flow from operating activities

$4,607,029

This concludes the operating section of the statement of cash flows. The bottom line
of this statement is an incredibly useful number that investors and creditors can use
to determine all kinds of things, such as projections of future cash flows, current
financial liquidity, or financial solvency. Therefore, this is the most important
section of the statement of cash flows.
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Investing Section
The investing section of the statement includes the purchase and sale of long-term
assets other than a company’s goods or services. In other words, it is the cash the
company receives from selling property, plant, or equipment (up to book value; any
gain or loss on sale is reported in the operating section) less the cash spent to
purchase new property, plant, or equipment. In our case, it was given that Golden
Enterprises spent $4,149,678 on new PPE, and received $74,514 from the sale of
PPE. This is shown in the following T-account:

Cash spent to
purchase new PPE

PPE, gross
$89,285,723

$4,149,678
$93,022,443
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

$74,514
$338,444 Cash received from sale of PPE

Capital expenditures

($4,149,678)

Cash proceeds from sale or
disposal of property and equipment

$74,514

Net cash used in investing activities

($4,075,164)

It is common for this section to have a negative cash flow. The new assets a
company purchases are almost always going to be more expensive than the selling
value of the assets they hold now.
Financing Section
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Financing activities include all cash borrowed (loans) or spent to repay those
borrowings. This section also includes any investments by owners (cash received
from newly issued shares of stock) and distribution to owners (paying cash
dividends, purchasing treasury stock). The financing section usually deals with
long-term liability and equity accounts from the balance sheet. In our case, we were
told that Golden took on an additional $38,361,200 of debt during the period and
spent $38,287,529 repaying debt holders.
CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
The Notes payable and long-term debt, net T-account shows the change in the
outstanding for the period:
Notes payable and longCash received from
term debt, total
Cash spent to pay
additional debt
$7,358,681
off debt
$38,287,529 $38,361,200
$7,432,352
Debt proceeds
Debt repayments

$38,361,200
($38,287,529)

Next, the case tells us that the Checks outstanding in excess of bank balances is to be
treated as an equity account, and its change over the period is shown in the
following T-account:

Checks outstanding in
excess of bank balance
$1,710,417
$267,502
$1,442,915

<- Decrease in equity = subtract from net
income

Change in checks outstanding in excess of bank balances ($267,502)
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Next, the company purchased 2,000 treasury shares from owners during the period
for a total of $6,860. Treasury Stock is a contra-equity account, so if its value
increases of the period, you subtract that amount from net income:
Treasury shares
$10,925,759
$6,860
$10,932,619

<- Increase in contra-equity = subtract from net
income

Purchases of treasury shares

($6,860)

The last entry in our case is cash dividends paid, which can be found on the
statement of stockholders’ equity, or determined from the following T-account of
Retained earnings:
Retained earnings
$19,607,056
$1,134,037
$1,467,879
$19,273,214

Cash dividends paid

Net Income
(from income statement)
Cash dividends paid

($1,467,879)

Net cash used in financing activities

($1,668,570)

This concludes the financing section for this case. Other entries in this section could
have included cash received from issuing new shares of capital stock and Additional
paid-in capital from the selling of those shares. As the following T-accounts show,
Golden Enterprises did not do this during the 2013 period:

Common+Stock
$9,219,195

Additional0paid2in0capital
$6,497,954

$9,219,195

$6,497,954

After completing these three sections, you will combine their totals in the following
line:
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Net Increase (Decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

($1,136,705)

Then, you add that total to the cash and cash equivalent account balance from the
beginning of the year:
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of year

$1,893,816

This gives the balance of the cash and cash equivalents account at the end of the
period:
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of year

$757,111

You can compare this total to the ending balance of the cash account on the balance
sheet to ensure that it is correct. A firm could also have important non-cash
transactions that should be reported at the end of the statement of cash flows or in
the notes to the financial statements. The properly formatted statement of cash
flows for Golden Enterprises, Inc. can be found in part (g) of the Appendix.
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APPENDIX
(a)

The primary purpose of a statement of cash flows is to provide relevant
information about the cash receipts and cash payments of an enterprise
during a period. It only reports items dealing with cash, unlike an income
statement, which includes some non-cash items such as depreciation
expense. A statement of cash flows answers any questions about a firm’s
cash balance throughout the period (i.e. where was it spent and where did it
come from).

(b)

The two methods of preparing statements of cash flows are the direct
method and the indirect method. Golden Enterprises uses the indirect
method because they have to adjust net income from accrual-basis to cashbasis in their statement of cash flows. Had they used direct method, none of
the adjustments would have been shown. Most companies prepare their
statement of cash flows using the indirect method because they use accrualbased accounting throughout the period, not cash based. The indirect
method is how you adjust from the accrual-based method to the cash-based.

(c)

Operating Activities – cash effects of the transactions that enter into the
determination of net income.
Investing Activities – involve long-term assets, i.e. making and
collecting loans and acquiring and disposing of investments and
productive, long-lived assets.
Financing Activities – involve liability and stockholders’ equity
items, i.e. obtaining cash from creditors and repaying the amounts
borrowed, and obtaining capital from owners and providing them a
return both on and of their investment.

(d)

The operating section includes changes in noncash current assets and
liabilities. The investing section contains information on long-term assets.
The financing section contains information on long-term liabilities and equity
accounts.

(e)

Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are both
readily convertible to known amounts of cash and so near their maturity that
they present insignificant risk of changes in interest rates (Examples:
commercial paper or money market funds).

(f)

When using the indirect method, the operating section of the statement of
cash flows adjusts net income from the accrual basis to cash basis. So you
must start that section with the net income from the accrual basis.
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(g) Figure 3-1

GOLDEN ENTERPRISES, INC. AND SUBSIDIARY
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS
For the Fiscal Year Ended May 31, 2013
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net Income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided
by operating activities:
Depreciation
Deferred Income Taxes, net
Gain on Sale of Fixed Assets
Change in Receivables, net
Change in inventories
Change in prepaid expenses
Change in cash surrender value of insurance
Change in other assets
Change in accounts payable
Change in accrued expenses
Change in salary continuation plan
Change in accrued income taxes
Net cash provided by operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Capital expenditures
Cash proceeds from sale or disposal of property and
equipment
Net cash used in investing activities

$1,134,037

$3,538,740
$185,939
$61,040
$106,367
$200,985
$200,137
$62,906
$191,298
$1,216,399
$954,938
$49,774
$113,369
$4,607,029

$4,149,678
$74,514
$4,075,164

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Debt proceeds

$38,361,200

Debt repayments

$38,287,529

Change in checks outstanding in excess of bank balances
Purchases of treasury shares
Cash dividends paid
Net cash used in financing activities

$267,502
$6,860
$1,467,879
$1,668,570

NET DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

$1,136,705

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEG. OF YEAR

$1,893,816

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR

$757,111
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(h)

No. The adjustment for depreciation expense is made because there is no
actual cash flow when the firm records depreciation expense. It is just an
amount used to decrease the book value of long-term assets in accrual-basis
accounting. So the depreciation expense is added back to net income to get
to net cash flow from operating activities.

(i)

Net Income for both 2012 and 2013 were significantly lower than the net
cash flow from operating activities in 2013. Adding back depreciation
expense makes up most of the discrepancy between the net income and
income from operations. All other changes in current assets and liabilities
almost completely balance out, but that does not mean that they are not
important. The $1,216,399 decrease in accounts payable may show a
stronger initiative to pay off those accounts faster than they have in the past,
or it could indicate that they have improved their supply chain and have
zeroed-in on the exact amount of inventory needed, lessening their excess
inventory (and therefore inventory purchases).

(j)

I think that they are only maintaining their productive capacity. Capital
expenditures were very close to the depreciation expense for the periods. So,
the overall effect of the capital expenditures was only a slight increase in
overall net property, plant, and equipment account.

(k)

I think that this is a risky proposition. If they had spent $5,000,000 on capital
expenditures in 2013 and all else was equal, then their cash and cash
equivalents would be -$93,211 (This number would be closer to zero after
adding back depreciation expense on the purchased assets). Their options
for cash to fund these purchases can come from increased profit margin on
sales, which based on previous year-to-year changes is unlikely to be able to
fully fund the purchases. The new purchases could increase production
and/or make it more efficient, and therefore could increase sales and gross
profit. Unless Golden Enterprises is expecting this increase to fully cover the
purchase of the assets, their only other options to increase cash are to issue
more shares of stock or take on more debt.
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Case 4
Pearson PLC

Accounts
Receivable
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Accounts Receivable are involved in a significant portion of a business’s ongoing
operations. A huge amount of sales today are made on credit, and the methods of
extending credit and collecting on receivables are under great scrutiny. A firm’s
goal is to have credit and return policies that are strict enough to encourage
customers to pay their accounts on time, but not too strict to scare potential
customers away for fear of what may happen if they aren’t able to pay their account
when the business wants them to. The goal of every business is to collect every
dollar of receivables that they have outstanding, but it is understood that some
account holders will be unable to pay for a variety of reasons, or will be unsatisfied
and return their purchase.
A principal of accounting is to provide financial information that is relevant to
potential users of the data. In order to be relevant, the information must have
confirmatory and predictive value. In the case of accounts receivables, this means
the firm must show the amount of actual expected cash inflows from their
outstanding accounts; also called the net realizable value. In this case, the number
can be calculated be subtracting the allowance (provision) for bad debts and
allowance (provision) for anticipated sales returns form the overall trade
receivables balance. Both of these measures are estimates Pearson makes at the
end of each period and then adjusts accounts accordingly.
The two provision accounts are known as contra-accounts, which are accounts that
reduce the face value of the related account (in this case trade receivables). There
are two commonly used approaches to calculating the estimate for uncollectible
accounts: the percentage-of-sales approach and the aging-of-accounts approach.
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The percentage-of-sales approach estimates the yearly bad debt expense as a
portion of the net credit sales for the previous period. The aging-of-accounts
approach creates a table of accounts grouped by time past due. These amounts are
then multiplied by an estimated percentage to get the uncollectible portion of each
section. Pearson used this approach and the following table shows their estimated
bad debt expense for the year based on the aging-of-accounts approach:
Table 4-1: Aging of Accounts Method
Trade&receivables& Estimated&%& Accounts&estimated&
(all$figures$in$£$millions)
balance
uncollectible
uncollectible
Within&due&date $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,096
2% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 21.92
Up&to&three&months&past&due $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 228
4% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 9.12
three&to&six&months&past&due $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 51
25% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 12.75
Six&to&nine&months&past&due $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 20
50% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 10.00
Nine&to&12&months&past&due $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 4
60% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 2.40
More&than&12&months&past&due $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 20
90% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 18.00
Total $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,419
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 74.19
Estimated Bad debt expense for the year
Extending credit to customers can be a tricky task, especially for a young company.
As a young company, nearly all of your customers are new and unknown, so it is
nearly impossible to know their reliability when it comes to paying their accounts to
you. As a more established company, you have past experiences with most of your
customers, so you know which ones you can trust and which ones you may have to
keep an eye on. No matter how familiar you are with your customers, there is going
to be some amount of receivables that go uncollected. For this reason, companies
must use these estimates to properly estimate the net realizable value of their
accounts receivable.
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Let’s take a look at Pearson’s T-account for their provision for bad and doubtful
debts account to see some of the items that affect its balance throughout the year:

(all$figures$in$£$millions)
Amount'at'beg.'of'year
Exchange'differences
Income'Statement'movements
Utilised
Acquisition'through'business'combination
Balance'at'end'of'year

Provision'for'bad'and'
doubtful'debts
72
5
26
20
3
76

(Full description of each line item found in part (f) in the appendix)
“Income statement movements” and “utilised” caused the major changes. Income
statement movements show the bad debt expense for the year. The following
journal entry shows how this transaction affects the account:

Bad$and$doubtful$debts$expense
Provision$for$bad$and$doubtful$debts

26
26

As seen above, the bad debt expense of £26 million caused the provision account to
increase by the same amount.
Utilised shows the amount of accounts actually written off during the period. The
cumulative effect of each write-off is shown in the following journal entry:
Provision(for(bad(and(doubtful(debts
Trade(receivables

20
20

So, Pearson wrote off £20 of accounts receivable during the year, causing the
provision account to decrease.
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Pearson’s other contra-account, provision for sales returns, is an estimate of sales
already made that the company is expecting to be returned next period. The
following t-account shows the items that affect this account during the year:

(All figures in £ millions)
Amount at beg. Of year
Estimated 2009 returns
Actual 2009 returns

Provision for sales
returns
372
425
443

Balance at end of year

354

So Pearson actually underestimated the amount of returns in 2009, but their
previous balance allowed them to absorb the excess without any issues.
The effects of these two t-accounts factor into the trade receivables account, as seen
in “receivables written off” during year and “receivables returned during year” line
items:
(All figures in £ millions)
Amount at beg. of year
Credit sales made during the year
Receivables written off during year
Receivables returned during year
Receivables collected during year
Balance at end of year

Gross trade receivables
1,474
5,624
20
443
5,216
1,419
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APPENDIX
(a)

An account receivable is a claim held against customers and others for
money, goods, or services. Companies can classify receivables as either
current (short-term) or noncurrent (long-term). They are generally oral
promises to pay for goods and services sold. Other names for accounts
receivables include trade and nontrade receivables.

(b)

Notes receivables are written promises to pay on a specified future date,
where accounts receivables are oral promises.

(c)

A contra account reduces the face or maturity value of the related account.
Pearson’s contra-receivable accounts are provision for bad and doubtful
debts and anticipated future sales returns. Accounts that become
uncollectible and sales returns will affect these accounts. Some factors that
influence the estimations are previous years’ amounts of uncollected
receivables as a percentage of net credit sales or a percentage of the accounts
receivables balance.

(d)

Percentage of sales procedure: Bad debt expense equals a percentage times
net credit sales on account of the period. Then we can determine the ending
balance in the Allowance (provision) account by considering the current
balance and increasing it by the amount of bad debt expense.
Aging of Accounts procedure: This method organizes accounts receivable by
their length past due. As you move further past the due date, you get a
greater chance of the account being uncollectible. After multiplying the
amount of the receivables in each time section by the probability that
account will go uncollected and summing the results, you get the expected
uncollectible amount. This is the desired ending balance in the allowance
account. Then you subtract the current amount in the allowance account to
get the amount needed to adjust the account properly.
I believe the Aging of accounts method is more accurate because it breaks the
numbers down further and looks at them more uniquely than the percentage
of sales procedure.

(e)

They may have been a new customer or a previous customer that had never
had an issue with paying their account on time. Managers understand that
collecting every dollar of sales made on accounts may prove to be very
difficult as your number of customers increases. There is a point where the
cost of trying to corral uncollected accounts becomes greater than the benefit
of doing so. However, this does not mean that managers should try to limit
their credit sales to limit uncollected accounts. Managers should focus on
extending credit to proven, trusted customers as much as possible. Having
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stricter credit terms may cause managers to lose sales, so that is something
to avoid.
(f)

i.
(all$figures$in$£$millions)
Amount'at'beg.'of'year
Exchange'differences
Income'Statement'movements
Utilised
Acquisition'through'business'combination
Balance'at'end'of'year

Provision'for'bad'and'
doubtful'debts
72
5
26
20
3
76

Exchange differences reflect the change in exchange rates on sales to foreign
customers from the time of sale to the time of collection. In this case it
represents a gain of accounts receivable.
Income statement movements are from the bad and doubtful debt expense
incurred during the year.
Utilised reflects the actual write-off of accounts receivable during the year.
Acquisition through business combination is the provision for bad debts
taken on when a subsidiary is purchased and brought in.
Income Statement

ii.

1) Bad&and&doubtful&debts&expense
Provision&for&bad&and&doubtful&debts

26

2) Provision&for&bad&and&doubtful&debts
Trade&receivables

20

26

20

iii. In the operating section.

(g)

i.

Balance sheet

(all$figures$in$£$millions)
Amount'at'beg.'of'year
Estimated'2009'returns
Actual'2009'returns

Provision'for'sales'
returns
372
425
443

Balance'at'end'of'year

354
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Income Statement

ii.

1) Sales(returns(and(allowances
Provision(for(sales(returns

425

2) Provision(for(sales(returns
Trade(receivables

443

425

443
Balance sheet

iii. The estimated returns show up in the Sales returns and allowances
item.
(h)

(all$figures$in$£$millions)
Amount'at'beg.'of'year
Credit'sales'made'during'the'year
Receivables'written'off'during'year
Receivables'returned'during'year
Receivables'collected'during'year
Balance'at'end'of'year

Gross'trade'receivables
$$$$$$$$$$1,474
$$$$$$$$$$5,624
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$20
$$$$$$$$$$$$$443
$$$$$$$$$$5,216
$$$$$$$$$$1,419

1) Trade(receviables
Sales

((((((((((5,624

2) Cash
Trade(receivables

((((((((((5,216

((((((((((5,624

((((((((((5,216
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(i)

Table 4-2

Aging of Accounts

(all$figures$in$£$millions)
Within&due&date
Up&to&three&months&past&due
three&to&six&months&past&due
Six&to&nine&months&past&due
Nine&to&12&months&past&due
More&than&12&months&past&due
Total

Trade&receivables& Estimated&%& Accounts&estimated&
balance
uncollectible
uncollectible
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,096
2% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 21.92
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 228
4% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 9.12
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 51
25% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 12.75
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 20
50% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 10.00
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 4
60% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 2.40
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 20
90% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 18.00
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1,419
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 74.19

An auditor should be comfortable with the balance of the provision for bad
and doubtful account because it is not far off from the aging of accounts
calculation (76 vs. 74.19) and the percentages used in the table are based on
historical data.
Table 4-3
(j)

Average Collection Period

(all$figures$in$£$millions)
2009
2008
Credit+sales,+net $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5,624.00 $$$$$$$$$4,811.00
Average+gross+trade+receviables $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1,446.50 $$$$$$$$$1,282.50
Accounts+receivable+turnover
3.89
3.75
Average+collection+period+(in+days)
93.88
97.30
Pearson’s average collection period decreased from 2008 to 2009. Possible
explanations of this include larger discounts given by Pearson for paying in
full within the discount period or stricter enforcement of the collection
policies.

(k)

Pearson could look into acquiring new accounts receivable software that
does a better job of both calculating and enforcing the right amounts of credit
and discounts to offer customers. It’s possible that McGraw Hill offers large
discounts for paying early, enticing a large majority of customers to do so. It
would be worth looking further into these numbers for Pearson, but they
should not immediately adopt whatever credit terms McGraw Hill is using,
because it’s possible for that to backfire. The ideal collection period may be
somewhere in-between 79 and 93. The company should look for terms that
would maximize the number of customers that pay early/on-time while
simultaneously minimizing the discount offered to limit their losses from
doing this.
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Case 5
Graphic Apparel
Corporation

Inventory
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Graphic Apparel Corporation was a successful, locally owned small business with an
aging owner. The owner had maintained the same business model for many years
with the help of strong relationships formed with his loyal customer base. When the
owner decided to give up the business as his health declined, the business went
through some major changes in all aspects of the business. The new, young owner,
Nicki, changed the business from the shirts it sold to the accounting procedures it
followed. This influx of youth and energy spurred the company into a new direction,
but not without error.
Nicki, who had little accounting knowledge, was focused on modernizing the
business with her great fashion knowledge and left the accounting decisions in the
background.

The errors GAC was making are especially important under Nicki’s

ownership because of a loan covenant with the bank that requires GAC to maintain a
current ratio of 1.00 or greater. The business had four major events that were
incorrectly handled according to proper accounting standards, which influence the
company’s current ratio. Here is their current ratio before making any of the proper
adjustments:
Table 5-1: Current Ratio
Current Assets
Cash and CE
A/R
Inventory

$4,000
32,500
24,500

Current Liabilities
A/P $36,100
Accrued Liab.
8,680
Taxes Payable
400

Total Current Assets = $61,000
Total Current Liab. =
Current Ratio = 1.35

$45,180
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As you can see, they are safely above the 1.00 threshold listed in the loan covenant.
These numbers are not correct, however, so we will now look at how Nicki’s
accounting errors lead to a new current ratio calculation.
The first event takes the effects of the new shirt design into effect. Their old
customer base was not 100% on board with the new, modern shirt design, so Nicki
had to work to build up a new customer group.

Nicki discovered these new

customers are not as well managed as the old ones, and are not paying their
accounts with GAC off under their current credit terms of n/30. She has accepted
the fact that GAC will have $3,000 of their outstanding accounts receivable go
uncollected. Currently, GAC has no method to record these uncollectible receivables
until they are officially uncollected, but this violates the GAAP principle of recording
receivables at their net realizable value. Therefore, Nicki and GAC need to create an
allowance for bad debts and begin estimating the next period’s bad debts at each
fiscal year end. For this period, they can use Nicki’s estimate of $3,000 for their first
allowance balance. Establishing this allowance would decrease the net realizable
value of GAC’s accounts receivable, and therefore decrease GAC’s total current
assets.
Here is the updated current ratio calculation with this change in effect:
Table 5-2: Updated Current Ratio (Uncollectable Allowance)
Current Assets
Cash and CE
A/R
Inventory

$4,000
29,500
24,500

Total Current Assets =

$58,000

Current Liabilities
A/P $36,100
Accrued Liab.
8,680
Taxes Payable
400
Total Current Liab. =

$45,180
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Current Ratio = 1.28
The next event stems from the new shirt design as well. To make up for lost sales to
old customers, Nicki worked hard to gather $10,000 of custom shirt orders from the
community. GAC’s policy was to record revenue only when cash was received on
these orders, which is incorrect to begin with. She also made an exception for
$2,500 of the sales to be recorded as accounts receivables because she was involved
with the organizations who ordered them and did not think she would have any
issues collecting these accounts after the period ended. What Nicki should have
done is recorded the $7,500 cash along with $7,500 in unearned revenue and not
record anything with the accounts receivable because GAC has not transferred the
goods to the customer. So the effect of this event is a $2,500 decrease in accounts
receivable and a $7,500 increase in unearned revenue. These changes cause the
following to the current ratio calculation:
Table 5-3: Updated Current Ratio (Revenue Recognition)
Current Assets
Cash and CE
A/R
Inventory

$4,000
27,000
24,500

Current Liabilities
A/P $36,100
Accrued Liab.
8,680
Taxes Payable
400
Unearned Revenue
7,500

Total Current Assets = $55,500
Total Current Liab. =
Current Ratio = 1.05

$52,680
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After making all of the sales for the period, Nicki was walking through some of the
retail stores that sell GAC’s graphic shirts and she noticed several of them had the
GAC designs on their clearance racks. In late September, she even saw one store
move the GAC inventory off of the clearance rack to make room for new fall
inventory. This concerned Nicki for two reasons. First, she did not like the fact that
the retail stores were unable to sell their GAC designs. Second, she knew that with
GAC’s generous return policy, she could expect an amount of returns much larger
this year than in previous years. Nicki estimated that retail stores held about
$15,000 of GAC shirts in their inventory on August 31, 2014. Since there is a real
possibility that these shirts can be returned, but no way to estimate what
percentage of them will be, Nicki should have maintained that inventory in GAC’s
inventory account and not recorded it as a sale. This would decrease GAC’s accounts
receivable by the price they sold the shirts to the retailer at ($15,000) and increase
their inventory at the cost of the inventory sold (profit margin calculation found in
question 23 in the appendix):
Selling price * (1 - profit margin)
15,000 * (1-.48) = $7,800
Now the effect of this event on the current ratio:
Table 5-4: Updated Current Ratio (Inventory addition)
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Cash and CE
$4,000
A/P $36,100
A/R
12,000
Accrued Liab.
8,680
Inventory
32,300
Taxes Payable
400
Unearned Revenue
7,500
Total Current Assets = $48,300
Total Current Liab. =
Current Ratio = 0.92

$52,680
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As seen above, GAC’s current ratio is now below the required 1.00. At this point
Nicki would need some sort of cash investment to increase current assets enough to
maintain the 1.00 current ratio. However, there is still one event to discuss before
determining how much cash Nicki would need to invest.
In May, GAC’s warehouse suffered a leak in the roof that resulted in half of the
company’s plain shirts being impaired. Nicki did all that she could to remove the
staining, and decided that any residual stains added “grittiness” to the shirts, which
she thought would appeal to the modern consumer. So GAC continued on with
normal production and sales with the slightly damaged shirts with the assumption
that nothing would change in terms of sales or returns. However, as Nicki noticed in
the third event, GAC’s shirts were not selling as effectively as they had in the past.
With this knowledge, Nicki should have deduced that the flood damage had done
serious impairment to their inventory of shirts. Continuing to report the shirts at
their current levels would therefore be overstating GAC’s inventory account. GAC’s
policy on returns is to resell all returned inventory at half price to discount stores.
So with the new information that the new shirts will not sell with the flood damage,
Nicki and GAC can assume that the true value of the plain shirts remaining in their
inventory is not the price GAC bought them for, but the price that GAC can sell them
to the discount stores at (50%). GAC had $10,200 of plain shirts not currently in
production on August 31, 2014, so to correctly report this inventory they need to
record the impairment of half the shirts at half of their cost. This results in the final
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inventory balance being $7,650, reducing the inventory balance by $2,550. The final
current ratio calculation is as follows:
Table 5-5: Updated Current Ratio (Inventory Impairment)
Current Assets
Cash and CE
A/R
Inventory

$4,000
12,000
29,750

Current Liabilities
A/P $36,100
Accrued Liab.
8,680
Taxes Payable
400
Unearned Revenue
7,500

Total Current Assets = $45,750
Total Current Liab. =
Current Ratio = 0.87

$52,680

After all of the appropriate adjustments, Nicki and GAC find themselves in a bad
spot. Their loan covenant with the bank requires a current ratio of 1.00 or above
otherwise they will be required to have an external audit done every year. Their
only option to quickly adjust this ratio to be in alignment with the loan covenant,
GAC would require a cash investment of at least $6,930 to put their current ratio in
this status:
Table 5-6: Additional Investment Needed
Current Assets
Cash and CE
A/R
Inventory

$10,930
12,000
29,750

Current Liabilities
A/P
Accrued Liab.
Taxes Payable
Unearned Revenue

$36,100
8,680
400
7,500

Total Current Assets = $52,680
Total Current Liab. =
Current Ratio = 1.00

$52,680

There are a few things that Nicki needs to focus on as the business moves further
into her tenure as owner. Nicki’s most important objective should be to right the
ship in terms of getting the new customers in line with the needs of GAC. First, GAC
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needs to find a design that fits both Nicki’s fashion sense and the market demand.
Then, GAC needs its customers to reliably pay off their accounts. There are a few
steps Nicki can take to help accomplish this objective. First, by offering a small
discount to customers who pay within ten days could expedite the time to collect
receivables, which will give GAC greater freedom of cash flows. Also, Nicki should
review the company’s very lenient return policy. Allowing full refunds until October
15 essentially allows retailers to rent GAC’s shirts to sell all they can and keep the
profits, and then return any shirts they don’t sell for a full refund. I would advise
GAC offer a one month return policy, giving the retailers adequate time to observe
sales and decide if they want to keep the remaining GAC shirts to sell, or return
them and try a different design.
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APPENDIX
1.

Ownership, financing methods, style changes
a. Nicki now owns GAC.
b. The bank that financed GAC through issuance of debt and the IRS.
c. The loan agreement includes a covenant that requires GAC to maintain a
minimum current ratio of 1.0.

2.

Nicki took over business in January, Nicki changed the traditional design of
the shirts to a more edgy design, the warehouse roof leaked on half of the
stock of white shirts, and GAC began debt financing.
a. Nicki used her connections to local sports teams to increase custom orders
to $10,000.
b. When Nicki changed the design of the shirts, the company lost a lot of its
longstanding customers who were worried about the reception the new
design would get from its customers. So the customer base consists of a lot
of new customers.
c. The design has gotten a lot of positive reviews in the fashion blogging
scene that have said the design is “bold” and “inspiring”.
d. The warehouse roof leaked in May, causing half of the stock of white shirts
to be stained.

3.

The revenue principal states that companies should recognize revenue
when the revenues are realized or realizable and the goods or service are
transferred or rendered, not necessarily when cash is received.

4.

GAC records the revenues when they receive the payment. This would be
appropriate if there is a buyback agreement or a long-term contract in place
between GAC and the purchasers.

5.

The company could record revenues when they deliver the products from a
custom order.

6.

Recording revenues when they are delivered is the proper method under
GAAP. The way Nicki is doing it (recording when cash is received) is not
consistent with the matching principle.

7.

GAC’s revenues for fiscal year 2014 would decrease as sales recorded during
the period are based on products that have not yet been delivered.
Therefore, these should be recorded as unearned sales revenue. This would
cause the current ratio to decrease, as current liabilities have increased.
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8.

GAAP requires accounts receivable to be reported at their net realizable
value, which is the amount of cash the company is actually expecting to
receive from their total outstanding accounts.

9.

GAC uses the direct write off method. This method is acceptable when there
is no reliable way to estimate bad debts, or the amount of bad debts is
immaterial.

10.

The direct write off method is not acceptable under GAAP, so now that GAC is
required to report under GAAP due to their debt financing agreement, they
must change their method to the allowance method. Here is GAC’s Days sales
outstanding information: Table 5-7
Days Sales Outstanding
2014
2013
Sales
180,000 170,000
Avg. AR
23,750
15,500
AR Turnover
Sales/ Avg. AR
7.58
10.97
DSO
365/ AR Turnover
48.16
33.28

11.

GAC could create an allowance for doubtful accounts at each fiscal year end
for the following year. Nicki has an expectation for the amount of accounts
receivable she will not be able to collect ($3,000), so using the allowance
method should not be difficult to implement.

12.

GAC should use the allowance method because this allows her to report her
accounts receivable at NRV, which is required under GAAP.

13.

Changing to the allowance method would decrease GAC’s accounts receivable
balance and also increase bad debt expense, which reduces net income. By
reducing accounts receivable, GAC is reducing their current ratio by reducing
their total current assets.

14.

GAC reports returns in the month the goods are returned by customers. This
method is acceptable if the items were purchased in the same month they
were returned.

15.

In the past, the amount of shirts returned has been immaterial. However, in
2014 Nicki estimated that retail stores were holding $15,000 of shirts in their
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inventory. Therefore, Nicki can reasonably estimate they will have a material
amount of returns this period.
16.

Because Nicki can assume there will be returns in the next period, but the
amount of returns is unpredictable, she should maintain the inventory
available for return in GAC’s inventory and not record it as a sale and an
increase to accounts receivable.

17.

Yes, GAC should consider this alternative. Failing to do so would overstate
accounts receivables and understate inventory (current assets) and therefore
inflate the current ratio. Because of this effect, the result is material.

18.

The method of not recording the sale is the better option because it properly
maintains the account balances.

19.

As stated in question 17, failing to use the proper recording would cause
accounts receivable to be overstated and inventory to be understated.
Therefore it would cause our current ratio to be overstated.

20.

Lower cost or market.

21.

GAC has properly used lower cost or market in the past. However, after the
water damage they failed to adjust the market value of the damaged shirts.
GAC failed to do so, and improperly reported inventory at cost.

22.

They should continue using lower of cost or market method. Here is the Days
to sell inventory information: Table 5-8
Days to Sell Inventory
2014
2013
Inventory
24,500
9,000
COGS
93,000
81,000
DSI
(Inv./COGS) * 365
96.16
40.56

23.

Nicki noticed that there were dozens of GAC shirts put on clearance racks in
early August, but then no longer on display when she returned in September.
She was hopeful that these stores sold the shirts from the clearance rack, but
became worried when she spotted one store removing GAC shirts from the
clearance rack to make room for new fall clothing. The lackluster sales of the
water-damaged shirts may cause Nicki to lower the selling price of the shirts
below cost to get any kind of return on the inventory. GAC’s gross profit
percentage decreased in 2014 even though they had an increase in sales
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revenue (meaning their spread between selling price and cost decreased) as
shown by the following table: Table 5-9
Gross Profit Percentage
2014
2013
Gross Profit
86,950
89,000
Sales
180,000
170,000
Gross Profit percentage
48%
52%
24.

GAC should report the water-damaged inventory at lower cost or market,
which we determined is now the market price.

25.

Recording their inventory at the lower market price would reduce its
inventory balance at the end of the period. This would decrease their current
ratio by reducing current assets.

26.

(See table 5-5)
Current Assets
Cash and CE
A/R
Inventory

$4,000
12,000
29,750

Current Liabilities
A/P $36,100
Accrued Liab.
8,680
Taxes Payable
400
Unearned Revenue
7,500

Total Current Assets = $45,750
Total Current Liab. =
Current Ratio = 0.87

$52,680

27.

In order to return the current ratio to the required 1.00, Nicki would need to
contribute at least $6,930 in the form of cash to the company.

28.

Nicki’s most important objective should be to right the ship in terms of
getting the new customers in line with the needs of GAC. First, GAC needs to
find a design that fits both Nicki’s fashion knowledge and the market
demand. Then, GAC needs its customers to reliably pay off their accounts.
There are a few steps Nicki can take to help accomplish this objective.
First, by offering a small discount to customers who pay within ten days
could expedite the time to collect receivables, which will give GAC greater
freedom of cash flows. Also, Nicki should review the company’s very lenient
return policy. Allowing full refunds until October 15 essentially allows
retailers to rent GAC’s shirts to sell all they can and keep the profits, and then
return any shirts they don’t sell for a full refund. I would advise GAC offer a
one month return policy, giving the retailers adequate time to observe sales
and decide if they want to keep the remaining GAC shirts to sell, or return
them and try a different design.
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Case 6
Planes and Garbage

Depreciation
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As a company goes through its operations year after year, there are a series of
accounting decisions that the heads of the company must make in terms of
depreciation. The company must decide on a depreciation method (straight-line,
double-declining, sum of years digits). Then the company must decide upon a
salvage value and a useful life. Because depreciation expense shows up on the
income statement, these decisions have a direct connection to a firm’s net income. If
a business wants to minimize its income tax expense, then it can try to add as much
depreciation expense per period as possible. Using the double-declining balance
would give a company a larger depreciation expense, and therefore a lower taxable
income. If a firm is looking to attract investors or to be purchased by a larger
business, then they will want to maximize net income. Minimizing depreciation
expense through the straight-line method with a longer useful life or a larger
salvage value can do this.

An example of how a different useful life can affect the depreciation expense can be
seen in Part 1, Question 1 of the Appendix. These three airlines used a different
useful life for the same plane, resulting in different expense amounts. Another
possible reason (aside from the net income implications) for using a different useful
life on the same asset is that different usage rates of the plane among the airlines
result in a longer (or shorter) useful life depending on the plane’s usage. Or, the
company may know that their accepted practice is to turnover their planes after
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only a few years of use, so they may be trying to maintain a high book value for their
plane in order to sell it at a higher price.

No matter the reason a company has for choosing a particular depreciation style,
they must calculate and report their decisions honestly and completely. Failure to
do so will result in serious implications for the business and anyone else involved.
Waste Management Corporation altered their useful life numbers for their garbage
trucks (along with several other fraudulent practices) to alter depreciation expense,
and therefore inflate net income. Waste Management was also able to get the
accounting firm Arthur Andersen to report incorrect opinions on the company’s
fraudulent financial statements, allowing the fraud to continue into the future. In
the end, both Waste Management and Arthur Andersen ended up in enough trouble
to wipe out any benefits of the fraudulent activities.

While companies have a lot of freedom when making important financial decisions,
there are strict rules in place to ensure that fraud, such as that perpetrated by Waste
Management and Arthur Andersen, will be very difficult to pull off. It is ultimately
the job of the independent public auditor to ensure that neither the company nor
any rogue employees within it are committing any kind of fraud.
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APPENDIX
PART I
1.

Figure 6-1: Depreciation Comparison
($ in millions) Northwest
Book Value January 1, 2005
75.0000
Residual
3.7500
Depreciable Amount
71.2500
Useful Life (in years)
14.5000
Annual Depreciation
4.9138
Accumulated Depreciation
19.6552
at Dec. 31, 2008
Book Value at Dec. 31,
55.3448
20008
Sale Price I
55.0000
Gain (Loss) on sale I
(0.3448)
Sale Price II
60.0000
Gain (Loss) on Sale II
4.6552

Delta
75.0000
3.7500
71.2500
20.0000
3.5625

United
75.0000
3.7500
71.2500
27.5000
2.5909

14.2500

10.3636

60.7500

64.6364

60.0000
(0.7500)
60.0000
(0.7500)

65.0000
0.3636
60.0000
(4.6364)

2.

The useful life is directly related to net income. A longer useful life will
decrease depreciation expense, which increases net income. So, depending
on whether the company is looking to maximize net income to attract
investors or minimize taxable income to reduce tax expense, useful life can
be altered to directly influence the net income. Another explanation could be
that the companies have different usage rates for their planes; therefore one
company’s planes could have a longer useful life based on a lower usage rate.

3.

The first set of sales prices is more realistic because the sales prices in that
situation match up with the book value of the airplane for each company at
the time of sale. The customers buying the planes would be willing to pay
more for the planes that have a higher book value because that means those
planes will allow for more usage in the future.

PART II
1.

Waste management overstated its profits by $1.7 billion through earnings
management. Some things they did to manage earnings include avoiding
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depreciation expenses, failing to record certain expenses for decreased
landfill value, failing to record expenses to write off the cost of impaired
landfill development projects, establishing inflated environmental reserves
in connection with acquisitions so that the excess reserves could be used to
avoid recording unrelated environmental and other expenses, improperly
capitalizing a variety of expenses, and failing to establish sufficient reserves
to pay for income taxes and other expenses. Waste management also used a
practice known as netting, which means that they offset one-time gains
against items that should have been reported as operating expenses in
current or prior periods and thus concealed the impact of their fraudulent
accounting and the deteriorating condition of the Company's core operations.
2.

Waste Management avoided depreciation expenses by extending the
estimated useful lives of the garbage trucks while also making unsupported
increases to the trucks’ salvage values. The more the trucks were used and
the older they became, the more the company was saying the trucks were
worth.

3.

By managing earnings, Waste Management was able to boost the overall
perception of their company’s profitability. There are a lot of compensation
bonus packages that companies offer their top employees if a certain net
income or earnings per share number is met. So it is possible that the
perpetrators of Waste Management’s fraud were doing so to make sure the
company met the requirements to receive their bonuses. The employees
may have wanted to inflate earnings to make the company to look more
profitable than it actually was, which would increase the price of any shares
of stock the employees held in the company.

4.

Arthur Andersen issued unqualified audit reports on the company’s
materially false financial statements. Waste Management offered Arthur
Andersen to earn additional fees by doing some “special work” regarding the
improper journal entries that Arthur Andersen uncovered. Arthur Andersen
and Waste Management entered into an agreement where Waste
Management would write off the errors on the financial statements over ten
years and would change their accounting practices in future periods. Arthur
Andersen gave Waste Management a series of “Action Steps” that they had to
enact in order to bring their accounting standards up to the “minimum level
of acceptable accounting.” By doing this, Arthur Andersen was
acknowledging that Waste Management had committed fraud and advised
them to commit more fraud in the future to cover it up. Arthur Andersen as a
firm agreed to a $7 million fine and to be censured under the SEC’s rules of
practice. There were also four individual partners within Arthur Andersen
that received further punishments for their involvement in the Waste
Management scandal.
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Case 7
Construct and BigMix

Contingent Liabilities
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Construct, a construction materials manufacturing company, executed what looked
like a promising business deal with BigMix, Inc. in 2007. Purchasing a tract of land
to produce their goods close to a major market like New York City made a lot of
logistical sense for the company. However, during the completion of the deal,
Construct made a few errors that would come back to haunt them in the future. The
deal consisted of BigMix agreeing to pay for any future environmental liabilities
should they arise regarding contamination of the land transferred in the deal.
Construct did not want to require that BigMix move a portion of the purchase price
to escrow for these potential liabilities in order to avoid adversely affecting the
negotiations. So at the time of purchase, Construct had no liabilities to record under
both GAAP and IFRS. Not only was BigMix responsible for any future liabilities, the
amount and likelihood of the potential liabilities were unknown.

Construct’s negotiation tactics came back to bite them in 2008. BigMix filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, putting a stay on all of their debts and requiring their
creditors to make a claim for their assets in order to receive some compensation for
the debts BigMix owed them. Construct tried to do this in order to recover the
money BigMix would owe them for any future environmental liabilities, but their
efforts failed.

This shifted the burden of any potential future environmental

liabilities from BigMix to Construct.

However, because the probability and

likelihood of the liabilities were unknown at this time, there was no liability
recorded under GAAP or IFRS.
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In 2009, Construct learned that the EPA was beginning an investigation on the land
purchased from BigMix for potential water contamination. Construct decided to
hire an independent agency to do the same test to get a gauge for what the EPA may
uncover and consequently charge Construct.

The independent investigators

determined that there was a 60% chance the EPA would penalize Construct, and
they estimated the penalty would be $250,000.

Under GAAP, it has become

generally accepted that a contingent liability can be considered “probable” if it has
greater than a 70% chance of occurring. Therefore, Construct would not record the
liability in this case under GAAP even though the amount of penalty is estimable.
IFRS, however, requires a contingent liability’s probability of occurring simply be
“more likely than not,” therefore 60% is sufficient for Construct to record a
$250,000 environmental liability.

In 2010, the EPA determined that the land involved in the deal was contaminated.
The EPA levied a penalty on Construct, BigMix, and BigMix’s former stockholders as
the responsible parties for the contamination. Due to the financial situation of all
other responsible parties, Construct was required to fund a remedial investigation
and feasibility study. Construct began legal proceedings against BigMix for the costs
of this study and any future penalties. The beginning of this litigation effort is
sufficient evidence that the costs would be incurred, so Construct should record a
liability for the estimated cost of $400,000 Under GAAP. IFRS would require the
recording of the liability for the same reasons as the liability in 2008.
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According to GAAP, there are several activities that constitute a remediation that
should be recorded. Several of these activities apply to Construct’s RI/FS. It
counted as a remedial investigation and feasibility study along with other remedial
actions and it was under government supervision by way of the EPA. Therefore,
when the RI/FS determined the ultimate cost of the clean up efforts to be $1.5
million Construct is required to report this liability. The liability would again be
reported under IFRS.

Construct’s attorney’s determined that the company had a 75% chance of winning
their litigation efforts against BigMix and obtaining a $1 million settlement. Under
GAAP, a gain contingency is not reported in the financial statements because doing
so may cause revenue to be recognized before realization. Under IFRS, a contingent
asset can be reported in the statements as long as the realization of the contingent
asset is virtually certain, which is the case for Construct.
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APPENDIX
1.

Construct should not have recorded a liability at the time of purchase.
Paragraph 410-30-25-1 states that the accrual of a liability is required if
information available at the time indicates that it is probable that an asset
has been impaired or a liability incurred AND the amount of loss can be
reasonably estimated. Also, paragraph 410-30-25-3 states that “remedial
actions” (at minimum, an investigation) must have taken place before a
liability for environmental remediation is reported. At the time of purchase,
none of these requirements had been met. The case is the same for IFRS, as
the proper criteria for liability recognition are not met at this time (IAS
37.14).

2.

No, Construct has a claim against Big Mix’s assets for any potential
environmental liabilities that would arise in the future, but as a result of
failing to secure a claim on their assets after their bankruptcy filing,
Construct is now liable for any environmental liabilities that will arise in the
future. However, at this point, the amount of liability is not reasonably
estimable or probable, so no liability should be recorded.

3.

According to an Ernst & Young source, it has become generally accepted that
“probable” under GAAP means greater than 70%. So at 60% likelihood,
Construct should not record a liability. In this case, Construct has not done
either of those, so no liability should be recorded. According to IFRS (IAS
137.14) however, Construct would record the liability if a present obligation
has arisen out of past events, the payment is probable (more likely than not),
and the amount can be reasonably estimable. This case meets all of those
requirements, so Construct would record a liability for $250,000.

4.

According to GAAP, Construct should record a liability of $400,000 because
they have begun litigation on the case in the form of a suit against the other
responsible parties as well as the required remedial investigation and
feasibility study (410-30-25-6). A liability would be recorded under IFRS for
the same reason as in question 3 (IAS 137.14).

5.

According to GAAP, Construct should record a liability of $1,500,000.
According to paragraph 410-30-30-11, the following activities constitute a
remediation that should be recorded:
a.
Pre-cleanup activities, such as the performance of a remedial
investigation, risk assessment, or feasibility study and the
preparation of a remedial action plan and remedial designs
for a Superfund site, or the performance of a Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 facility assessment,
facility investigation, or corrective measures studies
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b.
c.
d.

Performance of remedial actions under Superfund, corrective
actions under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
1976, and analogous actions under state and non-U.S. laws
Government oversight and enforcement-related activities
Operation and maintenance of the remedy, including required
post-remediation monitoring.

All of these activities apply to Construct’s case, so the remediation effort
should be recognized. The liability would also be recorded under IFRS (IAS
137.14)
6.

Under GAAP, according to paragraph 450-30-25-1 states that a gain
contingency is not reported in the financial statements because doing so may
cause revenue to be recognized before realization. Under IFRS, when
realization of a contingent asset is virtually certain, recognition is
appropriate, which applies in this case (IAS 37.33).
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Case 8
Rite Aid

Long-Term Debt
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(All numbers in this section shown are in thousands of dollars unless otherwise
stated.)

Under the current business structure, Rite Aid has seen great success in terms of
market share. As the third largest retail pharmacy in the United States and the
number one pharmacy in over half of its current markets, they have clearly done an
effective job of growing their business and increasing its recognition throughout the
country. However, if someone were to look at the company’s financial statements,
he or she would probably guess Rite Aid was not doing so well. Some of the more
concerning numbers that jump out include a net loss each of the past three fiscal
years and a stockholders’ deficit that grew almost 40% in FY 2009. The number that
would be most concerning for the company and its investors as it continues on into
the future has to be its amount of outstanding long-term debt.

The concern with the debts comes from a combination of its size and the company’s
recent poor performance in terms of generating earnings from all of these
outstanding loans. The company and its subsidiaries have a wide variety of
outstanding debts including some secured or unsecured and some guaranteed or
unguaranteed debts across a wide range of interest rates. Rite Aid as the parent
corporation guarantees some of the debts of its subsidiaries in order to allow these
entities to acquire the funding they need. At the end of FY 2009, the firm had
outstanding long-term debt of $6,185,633 compared to total assets of $8,049,911.
The company is looking at some serious long-term solvency issues if it cannot
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manage to get this ratio down. Rite Aid is also operating at a large loss, which will
not ease any of their creditors’ nerves.

Something unique that follows the issuance of debt is the relationship between face
and market rates on the notes or bonds. The differences, or lack thereof, between
these two rates can require some essential accounting steps in terms of discounts or
premiums at the time of issuance, and the subsequent amortizing of them to zero.
The end goal is to have the carrying value of the note or bond to equal the face value
on the maturity date. There are two major methods in use to reach this goal. The
first is the effective interest method, which is the more accurate of the two methods.
It does a better job than the straight-line method of matching the amortization of a
discount or premium to the period it was actually used. The effective interest
method uses the beginning period carrying value and the market rate to determine
the interest expense for the period. This is superior to the straight-line method,
which simply amortizes the same amount of the discount over its useful life, because
the market rate is more accurate measure of the cost of borrowing. United States
GAAP requires the use of the effective interest method of amortization for this
reason. However, Rite Aid used the straight-line method and argued that the yearly
differences between the two methods were immaterial, so reporting their notes’
amortizations using the straight-line method should be allowed. The chart on the
following page shows these differences:
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Figure 7-1: Comparison of Depreciation methods

Date
30-Jun-09
30-Jun-10
30-Jun-11
30-Jun-12
30-Jun-13
30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15
30-Jun-16
TOTAL

Effective
Straight-Line
interest rate
Interest expense Interest expense Difference (SL - EI)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
287,203.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

40,750.00
40,828.44
40,914.82
41,009.94
41,114.69
41,230.04
41,357.07
287,205.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

279
201
114
19
(86)
(201)
(328)
(2)

When these differences are compared to the total interest expense of the company
($515,763 in FY 2009), Rite Aid’s argument appears to be valid, as these amounts
would not be considered material.

As the company moves into the future, it will have to focus in on what
projects/efforts/initiatives these loans are being taken out to fund in order to
maximize their earnings off of them and make the company a viable option for
creditors in the future.

By doing this, it will hopefully bring the rest of the

disappointing financial numbers up making the company’s financials worthy of its
top three placement among retail pharmacies.
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APPENDIX
a.

i. Secured debts are backed by a pledge of collateral. Unsecured bonds
(debenture bonds) are not backed by collateral and are considered much
riskier than secured bonds. The reason Rite Aid distinguishes between the
two is to show the relative riskiness of their outstanding debts to interested
parties.
ii. Some of the unsecured loans consolidated within Rite Aid’s financial
statements come from their subsidiary companies, and when these
subsidiaries take out unsecured debts, Rite Aid will guarantee these debts.
iii. Senior debts are those that are more important to the capital structure of
the firm. In this case, the secured debts are all considered senior because
they are a level of importance above the unsecured bonds.
Fixed-rate bonds have a constant coupon rate that does not change over
the life of the debt.
Convertible bonds are bonds that the issuer can convert to other securities
(such as common stock) a specified time after issuance.
iv. Rite Aid has many different kinds of debts and interest rates due to the
variety of projects they issued the debt for over time. The debts of their
subsidiaries are also included, which can include a variety of different rates
for the different entities.

b.

As of February 27, 2010, Rite Aid has $6,370,899 of outstanding debt.
$51,502 is maturing within the next year. The debt consists of the current
maturities of long-term debt, long-term debt, less current maturities, and
lease financing obligations less current maturities.

c.

i. The face value of the debt is $500,000. This line item in the note does not
list an unamortized discount or premium and the carrying value remains the
same year over year, so this debt was issued at par.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Cash
Notes payable

500,000

Interest Expense
Cash

37,500

Notes Payable
Cash

500,000
37,500
500,000
500,000
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d.

i. The face value of this debt id $410,000 and the carrying value on
February 27, 2010 is $405,951. The difference between the two comes from
the unamortized discount of $4,049 on the bond.
ii. $410,000 * .09375 = $38,437.50 paid in interest.
iii. Cash payment + discount amortized during period = Interest Expense
$38,437.50 + $705 = $39,142.50 (interest expense for FY ’09)
Interest Expense
39,143
Discount on Notes Payable
Cash

iv.

705.00
38,438

v. Total rate of interest = Interest expense / Beg. Year CV of notes
$39,142.50 / $405,951 = 9.64%
e.

i.

Cash
Discount on Notes Payable
Notes Payable

402,620 ($410,000* 98.2%)
7,380
410,000

ii. Using the rate function on excel:
Present Value
$ 402,620.00
Cash Payment
$ 39,975.00
Future Value
$ 410,000.00
Num. Periods
7
Effective Interest Rate
10.12%
iii. Figure 7-2: Effective Interest Method
Date
30-Jun-09
30-Jun-10
30-Jun-11
30-Jun-12
30-Jun-13
30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15
30-Jun-16

Interest Payment Interest Expense
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

39,975
39,975
39,975
39,975
39,975
39,975
39,975

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

40,750
40,828
40,915
41,010
41,115
41,230
41,357

Bond Discount
Amortization
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

775
853
940
1,035
1,140
1,255
1,382

Net Book Value Effective Interest
of Debt
Rate
$
402,620
10.12%
$
403,395
10.12%
$
404,248
10.12%
$
405,188
10.12%
$
406,223
10.12%
$
407,363
10.12%
$
408,618
10.12%
$
410,000
10.12%

iv. Beg. Year CV * 8/12 months * effective interest rate = Accrued interest
$402,620 * (8/12) * 10.12% = $27,166.65
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v. Book value on February 27, 2010 will be CV + 8 months worth of
amortized discount:
$402,620 + ($775 * 8/12) = $403, 136.65
vi. Figure 7-3: Straight-Line Method

Date
30-Jun-09
30-Jun-10
30-Jun-11
30-Jun-12
30-Jun-13
30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15
30-Jun-16

Bond Discount
Amortization

Interest Payment Interest Expense
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

39,975.00
39,975.00
39,975.00
39,975.00
39,975.00
39,975.00
39,975.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,054.00
1,054.00
1,054.00
1,054.00
1,054.00
1,054.00
1,054.00

Net Book Value Effective Interest
of Debt
Rate
$ 402,620.00
10.12%
$ 403,674.00
10.19%
$ 404,728.00
10.16%
$ 405,782.00
10.14%
$ 406,836.00
10.11%
$ 407,890.00
10.08%
$ 408,944.00
10.06%
$ 409,998.00
10.03%

vii. (Figure 7-1)

Date
30-Jun-09
30-Jun-10
30-Jun-11
30-Jun-12
30-Jun-13
30-Jun-14
30-Jun-15
30-Jun-16
TOTAL

Effective
Straight-Line
interest rate
Interest expense Interest expense Difference (SL - EI)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
41,029.00
287,203.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

40,750.00
40,828.44
40,914.82
41,009.94
41,114.69
41,230.04
41,357.07
287,205.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

279
201
114
19
(86)
(201)
(328)
(2)

The company’s total interest expense is $515,763, so with the greatest in-year
difference being $328, the difference is not material in any year.

f.

i.

Notes Payable
810,000
Cash
Discount on Notes Payable
Gain

797,769
8,481
3,750

ii. Rite Aid’s risk as a firm could have increased, or market rates could have
increased causing the value of Rite Aid-issued debt to decrease.
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iii. The market rate is higher than the coupon rate and the effective rate. This
is a bad sign for the company as the cost of issuing debt has risen.
g.

Firms issue convertible notes in order to convert their cash obligations to
equity in times of low liquidity or cash shortages. The firm’s liabilities would
decrease and their equity would increase due to the additional shares of
stock distributed.

h.

i. Figure 7-4: Ratio Analysis
Ratio
Common-size debt
Common-size Interest
Expense

Definition
Total Liabilities / Total Assets

Interest Expense / Net Sales
Total Long-Term Debt / Total
Debt to Assets
Assets
Total Long-Term Debt / Total
Long-Term Debt to Equity Shareholders' Equity
Proportion of Long-Term Long-Term Debt due in one
Debt due in one year
year / Total Long Term Debt
Times-Interest-Earned
(Pretax Income + Interest
(interest coverage)
Expense) / Interest Expense

Industry
Average
43.83%

Rite Aid FY Rite Aid FY
2009
2008
120.79%
114.41%

0.35%

2.01%

1.82%

14.41%

76.84%

69.67%

0.26

-3.70

-4.84

6.11%

0.83%

0.70%

33.44x

0.07

-4.41

ii. Rite Aid scores considerably worse than all industry averages. Their
extremely large amounts of debt cause the ratios involving it and the interest
expense it bears to be much worse than the industry averages.
iii. I would consider Rite Aid unlikely to be able to meet its long-term
obligations as they become due. They have significant amounts of debt in
general, meaning they have large amounts maturing yearly. Since they have
been operating with a net loss in recent years, it does not appear that they
will be able to cover these debts as they mature.
i.

I would consider Rite Aid to be in BB+ to BB range. The main reason for this
is the amount of debt they have relative to total assets. If you compare the
yearly currently maturing portions of debt with the current assets of the
company, they appear to be in good shape to cover the debts in the shortterm. However, the overall amount of outstanding debt compared to total
assets, along with the fact that the company has operated at a loss the last
couple of years, means that Rite Aid does not look very promising in terms of
long-term solvency. So this, along with much lower scores on the crucial
credit- worthiness ratios compared to industry averages, causes a very
uncertain outlook for the company in the future, which decreases their
credit rating.
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Case 9
Merck and GlaxoSmithKline

Shareholders’ Equity

81

As two companies in the same industry operating under different guidelines, Merck
and GlaxoSmithKline offer a great contrast in terms of evaluating the equity
transactions of companies. Comparing these two firms provides a unique look at the
differences between the requirements under U.S. GAAP (Merck) and under IFRS
(GlaxoSmithKline). The two sets of standards require companies to take different
paths to end up at essentially the same result.

Outside of some vocabulary

differences (free-issue vs. outstanding), the biggest accounting-based difference
between these two companies deals with treasury stock.

Treasury stock consists of all a company’s own shares that it repurchases off the
market and holds. At the end of 2007, Merck held 811,005,791 shares in treasury
and GlaxoSmithKline held 504,194,158 shares in treasury.

There are several

reasons a company may purchase treasury shares and hold onto them. Some of
these reasons include: the company thinks their stock is currently undervalued, so
they purchase shares low, and resell them high when the market adjusts as they
think it will, the company wants to increase earnings per share (holding shares in
treasury decreases shares outstanding, which increases EPS), the company is
concerned about a potential takeover, so they want to privatize by taking shares off
the market, the company wants to create an artificial demand for its stock, or the
company purchases shares to provide a tax-efficient distribution to owners.
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The difference between U.S. GAAP and IFRS regarding treasury stock occurs at the
point of purchase. Under IFRS, the journal entry when purchasing treasury shares
looks like this:
Retained Earnings
3,750
Cash
numbers in millions of £

3,750

So GlaxoSmithKline records the purchase of treasury stock as a direct reduction to
retained earnings. Companies operating under U.S. GAAP have two methods of
accounting for treasury stock to choose from. The first method is the par-value
method. Under this method, a treasury stock account is debited at the par value of
the shares repurchased and any amount paid over par value will be deducted first
from any additional paid-in capital from treasury or common stock and any
remainder from retained earnings. All subsequent entries including treasury stock
are made at par value. The initial entry would take some form like the following:

Treasury Stock
PIC-excess of par Common Stock
PIC-Treasury Stock
Retained Earnings
Cash

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

The second, more popular method is the cost method. Under the cost method, the
purchase of treasury stock is reported at cost, and all subsequent entries are
reported at the historical purchase cost. The purchasing entry would look like this:
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When the company decides to sell the treasury shares they purchased, they will
credit treasury stock at the historical price and will increase a paid-in capital on
treasury stock if the selling price is greater than the purchase price. If the selling
price is lower, the company will handle the loss by decreasing the paid-in capital in
excess of treasury stock until that account is emptied, and the remainder will be
taken out of retained earnings.
At the end of the day, both of these companies are trying to accomplish the same
thing: increase shareholder value. Obviously, the best way to do this is to produce
positive earnings year after year, and use tools like dividends and purchases of
treasury stock to make the firm’s stock as attractive as possible to potential
investors. The comparison of these companies shows how companies must manage
the constraints of the appropriate standards to achieve their common goal.
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APPENDIX
a.

i. Merck has authorized 5,400,000,000 shares are authorized to issue.
ii. 2,983,508,675 shares are issued on Dec. 31, 2007.
iii. $.01 par value * 2,983,508,675 shares outstanding = $29,835,087
iv. 811,005,791 shares are held in treasury on Dec. 31, 2007.
v. Shares issued – treasury shares = shares outstanding:
2,983,508,675 – 811,005,791 = 2,172,502,884
vi. 2,172,502,884 * $57.61 = $125,157,891,147

b.

i. GlaxoSmithKline has 10,000,000,000 shares authorized.
ii. There are 6,012,587,026 shares issued at Dec. 31, 2007.
iii. There are 5,373,862,962 shares in free issue (outstanding).
iv. There are 504,194,158 shares held in treasury.
v. Share capital of GlaxoSmithKline is related to the common stock at par
value account of Merck, and the share premium is related to the additional
paid-in capital on common stock.

c.

Companies issue dividends to give their shareholders’ the return on their
investment that they expect by investing in the company. The stock price is
supposed to equal the present value of all future dividends, so issuing
dividends can draw and maintain investors to your company. The stock
price decreases after the payment of a dividend because that is one less
present value calculation to be included in the stock’s price.

d.

There are several reasons for a company to repurchase their own stock.
Some of these are:
-The stock is undervalued and the company plans on buying the shares “low”
and reselling “high”
-To increase earnings per share
-To privatize in order to defend from a possible takeover attempt
-To provide stock compensation plans to employees
-To create artificial demand for the stock in the market
-To provide a tax efficient distribution to shareholders
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e.

f.

i.

ii.

g.

Dividends Declared
3,310.70
Cash
Dividends Payable
numbers in millions of $

3,307.30
3.4

Dividends Declared
2,793
Cash
numbers in millions of £

2,793

3rd quarter- 4th quarter - 1st quarter - 2nd quarter
2006
2006
2007
2007
671
785
670
667

Total
2793

i. Merck uses the cost method of accounting for treasury stock. This means
that treasury stock is debited at cost and all subsequent entries are made at
the original repurchase cost.
ii. Purchased 26,500,000 shares on the open market.
iii. Merck paid $1,429,700,000 for these shares equaling $53.95 per share.
This cash flow is an example of an investing activity.
iv. An asset is something that has expected future benefits from which the
company will draw earnings. Treasury stock is a contra-equity account that
represents a distribution to owners and is not held to increase earnings.

h.

i. GlaxoSmithKline repurchased 285,034,000 shares during 2007 and then
cancelled 16,000,000 of these shares, so only 269,000,000 million were held
in treasury.
ii. They paid an average of £13.09 for these treasury shares.
iii. The comparable statement required by US GAAP is the Statement of
Stockholders’ Equity.

Retained Earnings
3,750
Cash
numbers in millions of £

i.

3,750

Under US GAAP, you would debit a treasury stock account, while under IFRS,
there is no treasury stock account.
Figure 9-1: Company Comparison
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(in millions)
Dividends paid
Shares outstanding
Net income
Total assets
Operating cash flows
Year-end stock price
Dividends per share
Dividend yield
(dividends per share
to stock price)
Dividend payout
(dividends to net
income)
Dividends to total
assets
Dividends to
operating cash flows

Merck($)
2007
2006
$ 3,307.30 $ 3,322.60
2,172.50
2,167.79
$ 3,275.40 $ 4,433.80
$ 48,350.70 $ 44,569.80
$ 6,999.20 $ 6,765.20
$
57.61 $
41.94
$
1.52 $
1.53

Glaxo(£)
2006
£ 2,793.00
5,374.00
£ 6,134.00
£ 9,910.00
£ 6,161.00
£
97.39
$
0.52

2.64%

3.65%

0.53%

1.0097

0.7494

0.4553

0.0684

0.0745

0.2818

0.4725

0.4911

0.4533

Merck was fairly consistent over this two-year period. They paid slightly less
dividends in 2007, but experienced increases in total assets, operating cash
flows, and the year-end stock price. The largest discrepancy between the
dividend-related ratios is the dividend yield, and this is due to the higher
year-end stock price. The dividend payout was higher in 2007 due to a
smaller net income reported for that year. The ratios of the two companies
show that Merck has distributed a higher dividend per share, with much
higher dividend yield and dividend payout. However, GlaxoSmithKline
earned a much higher net income on well fewer net assets than Merck. So
even though the dividend related ratios may lean in Merck’s favor, GSK
appears to be much more efficient in driving income from net assets.
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Case 10
State Street Corporation

Marketable
Securities

88

State Street Corporation has been in the banking business since its foundation as
Union bank in 1792. So this institution has survived as the industry evolved from its
humble beginnings to the complex assortment of investment and debt securities it is
today. Managing the different types of tools requires constant observation of the
market and the standing of the owned securities within it. Banks have different
reasons to hold the different types of marketable securities.

The major

characteristics of all marketable securities are risk, returns, maturity, and
marketability.

Trading securities are purchased and held with the intent to sell in the near term
(within one year) in order to generate income on a short-term price increase in the
security. The risk of holding a trading security lies in the possibility the market
price of the security will fall below the purchase price. On the same note, the
returns of trading securities lie in the hope that market price will rise after the
securities are purchased. The marketability of these securities is high, because the
holder is planning to sell them in the near future for a profit. Maturity is not as
important to trading securities, as they are not intended to be held that long.

Held-to-maturity securities are those held until their maturity date and not sold on
an open market. The main concerns with these securities are the maturity date and
the rate of return. Since stocks do not have maturity dates, only debt can be
considered held-to-maturity.

The risk with held-to-maturity securities is that

market rates will rise and your money will be locked into debt with a lower interest
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rate than you could be earning on the market. Since these securities are not
intended to be sold, the marketability is not as important.

The final category of securities is available-for-sale securities. These are a middle
ground between trading and held-to-maturity securities.

Available-for-sale

securities are intended to be sold after a period of time, but before the maturity
date. It has similar risks and returns to trading stocks in terms of hoping the price
on the open market will rise and that there will be a demand allowing them to sell
their security at the desired time. The maturity date is also important as it gives the
holder a limit on how long they can hold these securities before reaching the
maturity date.

In terms of accounting, there are special requirements for the three different
categories of securities. As the reporting period ends, the market value of all
securities must be assessed.

If the value of trading securities increased (or

decreased) during the year, the company must report these gains (losses) on the
income statement. The journal entry to record a gain looks like the following:

Fair Value Adjustment-Trading
Unrealized Holding Gain - Income

$$$
$$$

For available-for-sale securities, changes in value are recorded as accumulated other
comprehensive income and reported on the balance sheet. The journal entry for a
gain or loss on available-for-sale securities look like the following:
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Fair Value Adjustment-Trading
Unrealized Holding Gain - OCI

$$$

Unrealized Holding Loss - OCI
Fair Value Adjustment-Trading

$$$

$$$

$$$

For held-to-maturity securities, there is no unrealized gain or loss recorded at the
end of the period. Only realized gains/losses are reported for these securities at the
time of sale.

As the importance of marketable securities continues to grow, the proper reporting
of these securities will have a major impact on the bottom line of corporations.
Companies are constantly searching for the right investment to make with the
knowledge that each decision will have a direct effect on income by the end of their
life with the corporation.
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APPENDIX
*All values in millions of $ unless otherwise stated
a.

i. Trading securities are those bought and held primarily for sale in the near
term to generate income on short-term price differences.
ii.

iii.

Cash
Dividend/Interest Revenue
Fair Value Adjustment-Trading
Unrealized Holding Gain - Income

Unrealized Holding Loss - Income
Fair Value Adjustment-Trading

$$$
$$$
$$$
$$$

$$$
$$$

These gains/losses show up on the income statement under normal
gains/losses.
b.

i. Securities available-for-sale are securities that are intended to be sold after
a period of time, but before the security reaches its maturity date. They are a
middle ground between held-to-maturity and trading securities.
ii.

Cash
Dividend/Interest Revenue

$$$

iii.

Fair Value Adjustment-Trading
Unrealized Holding Gain - OCI

$$$

Unrealized Holding Loss - OCI
Fair Value Adjustment-Trading

$$$

$$$

$$$

$$$

These gains/losses show up in the balance sheet under Accumulated other
comprehensive income.
c.

i. These are securities held to their maturity date to be redeemed. Equity
securities don’t have a maturity date, so they cannot be held to maturity.
ii. There is no unrealized holding gain or loss that must be recorded. A
gain/loss would only be recorded if the security were sold.

d.

i. The balance on December 31, 2012 is $637.
recorded at market value, so it is also $637 million.
ii.

Trading account assets
Unrealized holding gain

These securities are

85
85
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e.

i. The 2012 year-end balance is $11,379.
ii. The fair market value is $11,661.
iii. The amortized cost of the securities begins as the amount paid for the
securities and moves towards the face value over time through the
discount/premium amortization. Amortized cost represents the book value
of the security. The amortized cost will be greater or less than the face value
equal to the unamortized discount/premium and will converge with the face
value on the maturity date.
iv. It represents the unrealized holding gain/loss of the held-to-maturity
security. Because the fair value is greater than amortized cost, interest rates
have declined, showing that these two have an inverse relationship.

f.

i. The 2012 year-end balance is $109,682. It represents the fair market value
of the available for sale securities.
ii. There are $2,001 of unrealized gains and $882 of unrealized losses on
December 31, 2012. This comes out to a net gain of $1,119.
iii. There is a $55 net realized gain on available for sale securities in 2012.
This increases their income and the cash flows from investing activities. It
would decrease the cash flows from operating section because gains on sales
of assets are subtracted to avoid double counting.

g.

i.
ii.

Investment Securities -AFS
Cash

Cash
Unrealized Holding Gain
Investment Securities -AFS
Gain on sale of securities

60,812
60,812

5,399
67
5,411
55

iii. Current FMV – Unrealized Holding Gain = Original cost
5,411 – 67 = $5,344
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iv.

Net unrealized gain(loss)
on AFS Securities
Beg. Balance
181
Recorded net Unrealized gains
67
1,367 Fair Value adj. for securities on hand
1,119 Ending balance
Fair Value Adjustment - AFS
Unrealized Holding Gain

1,367
1,367

It would have no effect on the statement of cash flows. Only realized gains and
losses have an effect on the statement, and since these are unrealized they will not
appear on the statement of cash flows.
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Case 11
Groupon

Revenue
Recognition
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The founders of Groupon discovered an untapped market as a middleman between
consumers and producers. Groupon’s services hold a unique relationship within
this trio of parties. The producers offer discounted goods to Groupon, who extends
these offers to customers in the form of coupons. So the customer purchases
coupons from Groupon and subsequently uses the coupon for whatever goods or
services listed on the coupon. As previously mentioned, Groupon was the pioneer in
this market, so they were setting standards for the industry to be used in the future.
The SEC did not agree with some of the standards Groupon was setting. As the
company grew, the SEC raised several questions along the way in terms of revenue
recognition.

The first revenue recognition dilemma dealt with the revenue recognition method
Groupon chose to use. There are two options for reporting revenue: the gross
method and the net method. Under the gross method, Groupon would record the
entire amount received from its customers as revenue, and then count the amount
remitted to the producer/provider of the goods/services as the cost of sales. Under
the net method, Groupon would only record the amount retained as revenue after
remitting the proper amount to the merchant. Use of the two methods results in
significantly different amounts for revenue and cost of sales. Under the gross
method, revenues would be significantly higher as the entire payment received is
counted towards it. However, cost of sales is also significantly higher because it
includes the amount given to the merchant. The net method results in significantly
lower revenues and cost of sales. Both methods result in the same gross margin.
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Groupon and the SEC held differing opinions on which of these methods Groupon
should be using to report revenue.

Groupon preferred the use of the gross method. There are many reasons for this,
but the most prominent is that the gross method allowed them to report revenues of
$713.4 million in 2010. As a young company, reporting high revenues looks very
promising to potential investors. Because an immediate net profit is difficult to earn
for the first firm in an industry, as Groupon was, investors look at revenue as a
window to future success or failure. Therefore, Groupon used the gross method to
account for revenue to increase their appeal to investors. The SEC saw things
differently. They want companies to follow the rules as they apply to their specific
case. In Groupon’s situation, the SEC saw them solely as an intermediary linking the
customer and the merchant through the sale of coupons. Groupon argued that it
was the primary obligor of future services created in its transactions, and could
therefore recognize revenue in full when the customer paid them. However, its own
website stated that, “The Merchant is the issuer of the voucher and is fully
responsible for all goods and services it provides to you.” The SEC saw this as
Groupon admitting it was not the primary obligor in the transactions. Groupon tried
to fight this, but succumbed to the SEC’s demands. Groupon was required to restate
their financial statements under the net method. This caused revenue in 2010 to fall
from $713.4 million to $312.9 million.
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The second question regarding revenue recognition is on with sales with a right of
return.

Companies that allow customers to return purchases are required to

establish an allowance for these returns if the amount is material and estimable.
Past experiences and management expectations should be used to determine the
amount for the allowance. However, when historical data doesn’t exist and future
expectations are not viable, the company with the return policy must defer the
recognition of revenue until the right to return has expired. Until that time, the
potential revenue should be kept as a liability under unearned revenue. When
Groupon expanded its offerings, it ran into an issue under this particular instance of
the rule.

Since Groupon’s beginning, it has offered a generous return policy on all coupons
sold.

Because their offerings were fairly consistent during its initial years of

operations, the amount of returns was reasonably estimable through the use of
historical data. Once Groupon expanded its offerings to more high-ticket items in
2011, the validity of their estimates came into question. Not only were these more
expensive items different than any previously offered, rendering historical data
estimates useless, they came with a much higher return rate that Groupon was
unable to include in their allowance estimates. Therefore, the amount of returns in
January of 2012 exceeded every model the company compiled to estimate returns.
Because of this new uncertainty around the returns, the SEC required Groupon to
not only start reporting revenue from these high-ticket items as unearned revenue,
but to also restate their financial statements that were affected by the sales of the
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new items. The revenue recognition issue came about because Groupon sold these
expensive items in late 2011 without an adequate allowance for returns established,
and recorded the revenue from the sales as earned, not unearned. However, a lot of
these items would be returned in 2012, which Groupon failed to foresee, leading to
inflated revenue reported in 2011 as these returns were items that should have
been reported as unearned income when originally sold.

Revenue recognition is a very tricky area for the SEC. As stated earlier, revenue is a
vital number for so many firms, especially for new ones. These firms will do
whatever they can to report the highest possible revenue. It is up to the SEC to
ensure that these firms are in line with the accounting guidelines, which sometimes
results in situations like Groupon. Groupon would have been far better off in the
long run had it used the net method from the start rather than suffer through the
damage done to its image and financials from the restatements the SEC required.
Their stock has been unable to dig its way out of the hole it fell into after the
restatements. But even in this case, the determination of what is right and wrong
comes down to interpretation of a rule by two different parties with different
priorities, leading to highly contested issues.
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APPENDIX
1.

Groupon‘s major risks consist of growing and retaining the customer base,
focusing their strategy, and adapting to the technological changes in the
world. Some of these important risks include:
-The size and composition of our customer base and the number of
merchants we feature.
-Attract new merchants and retain existing merchants who wish to offer
deals through the sale of Groupons
-Continue to achieve mobile adoption as customer usage continues to shift
toward mobile devices
Amazon is also concerned with growing their business, but also have a
greater focus on cyber security and international operations as a more
mature e-tailer. Some major risks listed include:
-Our international activities are significant to our revenues and profits, and
we plan to expand further internationally. In certain international markets
we have relatively little operating experience.
-Introduction of competitive websites… changes in adoption rates of the
Internet... timing, effectiveness, and costs of expansion and upgrades of our
systems.
-We could be harmed by data loss or other security breaches.
Wal-Mart is an established physical retailer that consists almost entirely of
in-store sales. Their risks include things directly involving their customer
base such as U.S. monetary policy, seasonality of the business, and the timing
of consumers’ tax refund checks.
These business risks can translate to risks in financial reporting. If one of
these risks goes unchecked and causes harm to the company, it could result
in the company reporting incorrect numbers on the financial statements.
Doing this could lead to a major headache in the future, as it would require
restatements of the incorrect financial statements and a bad public relations
dilemma.
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2.

I agree that revenue and revenue growth are more important than income
and income growth. In today’s economy, I think brand recognition is one of
the most important factors to the growth of a company. A good way to
measure the amount of recognition a firm has is to look at its revenues over
time, especially if it is just beginning its operations. As a company first
begins, it will take time for them to optimize their business structure to
produce the maximum net income. Because stock price is a present value of
expected future cash flows, using a net loss in the calculation causes it to be
useless. Therefore, focusing on growing revenue, as a sign of recognition,
while also optimizing the business process will yield the best long term
results, as shown in the following table of Amazon’s revenue, income, and
stock price from 1997-2010:
Figure 11-1: Stock Price Schedule
$ in millions
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Revenue
Income
Year-End Stock Price
$
148 $
(31) $
4.92
$
610 $
(125) $
58.47
$
1,640 $
(720) $
76.13
$
2,762 $ (1,411) $
17.31
$
3,122 $
(567) $
14.19
$
3,933 $
(150) $
21.85
$
5,264 $
35 $
50.40
$
6,921 $
588 $
43.22
$
8,490 $
359 $
44.82
$ 10,711 $
190 $
37.67
$ 14,835 $
476 $
77.70
$ 19,166 $
645 $
58.82
$ 24,509 $
902 $
125.41
$ 34,204 $
1,152 $
187.42

Tech-Bubble
Collapse

Figure 11-2: Revenue vs. Income
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3.

Figure 11-3

Common Size Income Statements
2009
Income statement account
Gross
Net
Revenue
100.00%
100.00%
Cost of Sales
64.14%
30.34%
Gross Margin
35.86%
69.66%
Marketing Expense
15.13%
33.79%
General and Admin. Expense
24.67%
44.14%
Other Expense
0.00%
0.00%
Net Loss
4.41%
7.52%
Net Loss to Common Shareholders
22.76%
47.72%
2009
Gross
Net
Gross Margin Percentage
35.86%
69.66%
Asset Turnover Ratio
2.0318
0.9691

2010
Gross
Net
100.00%
100.00%
60.75%
10.39%
39.25%
89.61%
36.89%
90.86%
32.79%
68.17%
28.48%
64.94%
57.95%
134.26%
63.96%
145.83%
2010
Gross
Net
39.25%
89.61%
3.5982
1.5782

Revenues recognized under the gross method are significantly higher than
those recognized under the net method. Therefore, the expenses as a
percentage of revenues are higher under the net method in both 2009 and
2010. A better comparison is looking at the same method over the two years.
So under the gross method from 2009 to 2010, all expenses increased as a
percentage of revenue under both methods. The increase in overall expenses
outpaced the growth in revenue as shown by the major net loss incurred in
2010. The gross profit percentage and asset turnover ratio are different
measures of efficiency. Gross profit percentage is a measure of how well
management is creating revenue out of the cost of sales. The asset turnover
ratio measures how revenues are earned from the assets on hand throughout
the year. To go along with lower revenues recognized under the net method,
the cost of sales is significantly lower as well. This causes the gross margin
percentage to be much higher under the net method both years. Groupon’s
asset turnover was greater in 2010, showing an increased ability to drive
revenue from assets throughout the year.
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4.

a. The $14.9 million difference is due to Groupon’s use of the gross method
of recognizing income originally, and the subsequent use of the net method
when the SEC determined that was the more appropriate method for their
business model.
b. Groupon preferred the original amount reported under the gross method,
because it caused their revenues to be higher than under the net method.
c. Groupon felt they were the primary obligor in the transaction involving
the customer and the merchant’s goods/services offered via the coupon.
d. Groupon argued that they were the primary obligors in the transactions
between themselves, the customer, and the third party merchant. However,
on Groupon’s website, it said, “The Merchant is the issuer of the voucher and
is fully responsible for all goods and services it provides to you.” This
statement makes it appear as if Groupon is just an intermediary between the
customer and the merchant, who appears to be the actual primary obligor
liable to providing goods or services in the future.

5.

e. ASC Section 605-15-25 states that if the possibility exists that a customer
could return merchandise for a full or partial refund, the company is required
to create a reserve based on past return experience coupled with
expectations for the future. When there is no historical data and future
estimates are not possible, the company must delay the recognition of
revenue until the right to return has expired. Until that point, any cash
received should be reported as unearned revenue and marked as a liability.
Groupon started out only offering coupons for cheaper services and
merchandise with its “Groupon Promise” which allowed for full or partial
refunds in several situations. When the company began to offer coupons for
more expensive items like international trips, their expectations on returns
had to change because the return rates of these big-ticket items were much
higher. Groupon experienced more returns in January of 2012 than any of
their models had predicted. Because Groupon had an insufficient reserve
established for possible returns, these January returns came as a violation of
ASC 605-15-25 because they recognized the sale as revenue when it was
made in the previous period, rather than unearned revenue like they should
have.
f. I do not agree with Groupon’s accounting methods. They knew that their
new high priced offerings came with a much greater return probability, but
they failed to adjust their return reserves accordingly.
g. Because they had no historical data on these items, and future estimations
were not viable, Groupon should have reported these sales as unearned
income until the return period ended. This would have increased liabilities
and decreased revenue until the proper recording of revenue occurred.
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6.

These changes had no effect on the actual flow of cash the company
experienced. The changes affected revenue and liabilities, but the amount of
net cash flow was unchanged after the restatements, so the statement of cash
flows was correct. Under the net method of reporting revenue in the future,
the company will have to carve out a special line in the statement of cash
flows to represent cash received as deferred revenue. By doing so, they are
giving investors a clearer picture of the structure of their operations.
Another decision that could have cash flow implications is on whether to
expense or capitalize marketing costs. The decision to do so rests on some
vague determinations of future value and expected useful life of the
marketing efforts. If Groupon chooses to expense the marketing costs, they
affect the operating section statement of cash flows. If they capitalize, this is
seen as an investment and would therefore go into calculating cash flows
from investing activities.
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Case 12
ZAGG, Inc.

Deferred
Income Taxes
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The complexity of today’s corporate climate can be best exemplified in the lengths
companies go to optimize their tax liability. From international structuring to global
revenue recognition, countless man-hours go into determining one line item on the
income statement: provision for income taxes. A company may have different
incentives when it comes to recognizing taxable income now and paying taxes on it,
or trying to minimize taxable income to avoid falling prey to high tax rates. Taxable
income is the bottom line on a corporation’s income tax return. This number
multiplied by the tax rate is what gives a company its tax liability. A similar, but
distinctly different, item is book income. This is the number that appears on a
company’s income statement as “income before provision for income taxes”.
Incentives abound for each of these numbers as to whether companies should
maximize or minimize their income. It is common for a company to want to include
as many deductions in as large an amount as possible on the tax return to end up
with the smallest tax liability each year.

The discrepancies between numbers

reported on the income statement and tax return lead to deferred tax assets and
deferred tax liabilities.

There are two types of differences that can exist between the book income and
taxable income. Permanent differences arise from certain income that is tax exempt,
such as municipal bond interest, or certain expenses that are not deductible. These
differences will never be reconciled, and are therefore considered permanent. The
other type of difference is a temporary difference. These are differences that arise
from certain expenses or revenues being recognized at different times on the
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income statement and tax return. The most common example is depreciation
expense.

Companies often try to accelerate depreciation expense on their tax

returns to lessen their tax liability. Upon the expiration of the useful life of the asset,
the tax returns and income statements over the years will have recognized the same
amount of depreciation expense. That is why these differences are considered
temporary. In the first year, or year of origination, taxable income will be lower
than book income due to a greater depreciation expense recognized on the tax
return. This gives rise to a deferred tax liability, as taxable income will be greater
than book income in future years, leading to increased taxes. In contrast, a deferred
tax asset arises from a difference that causes taxable income to be greater than book
income in the year of origination, leading to larger deductions, and a smaller tax
liability, in future years.

There is a special account that a company may have to create in accordance with a
deferred tax asset. If it is determined that it is more likely than not that a portion, or
the entirety, of a deferred tax asset will not be collectible, then a valuation account
will be established to report the asset at its realizable value. In ZAGG’s case, losses
from their equity method investment in HzO resulted in a deferred tax asset for the
company. However, due to the uncertainty around HzO’s position in its life cycle
and potential for growth, ZAGG is not hopeful in terms of recognizing that asset in
future years. Because their doubt must only exceed the “more likely than not”
threshold, they recorded a valuation account equal to the entire asset produced by
the HzO investment.
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While deferred tax assets and liabilities are the result of cumulative differences
between taxable and book income, the balances in these accounts are calculated by
multiplying the cumulative difference by the tax rate.

Because the effects of

deferred tax accounts are realized in future years, a change in tax rates effects
already established accounts. The tax rates discussed here are known as statutory
rates, which are imposed by law. An important figure for companies to track is their
effective tax rate. This is determined by dividing the provision for income taxes by
the income before provision for income taxes. The effective tax rate gives a firm an
idea about how effective their tax mitigation strategies are working, or may warn
them about abnormally high tax expenses.

Taxes are an unavoidable expense. And as unavoidable as they may be, companies
go to extreme lengths to control them as much as possible. Careful, strategic
planning can help save a company millions of dollars over the years. These savings
do not come easy, however, as companies must manage the complexities of deferred
tax assets and liabilities across their global operations, which is where tax
accountants can provide their value to help.
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APPENDIX
a.

Book income is also known as financial income before taxes. It is the
number on the income statement determined with accordance to GAAP. On
ZAGG’s financial statements the line item “Income before provision for
income taxes” would be comparable to book income.

b.

i. Permanent tax differences are events that cause differences between
income before taxes and taxable income that will not reverse in future years.
An example of this would be a fine paid for pollution.
ii. Temporary tax differences are events that cause differences between
income before taxes and taxable income that will reverse in future years. An
example of this would be using accelerated depreciation on the tax return
and straight-line depreciation on the financial statements.
iii. The statutory rate is the one imposed by the law.
iv. This is the rate determined by dividing income tax expense by taxable
income. It is the rate actually paid.

c.

Deferred income taxes are included in the current income tax expense
because the deferred taxes have future consequences on income taxes.

d.

Deferred tax assets are temporary differences that result in a company
paying more taxes in the originating year, resulting in future deductible
amounts. Deferred tax liabilities are temporary differences that result in a
company paying less taxes in the current year, resulting in more taxes that
will be payable in future years. An event creating a deferred tax liability
would be using an accelerated depreciation method on the tax return and
straight-line basis on the financial statements. A deferred tax asset will arise
if a company collects rent in advance and reports the income as revenue on
the tax return, but unearned income on the income statement.

e.

A valuation allowance is an account that is used to estimate the realizable
value of a deferred tax asset. It is needed if it is more likely than not that
some portion or all of the deferred tax asset will not be realized.

f.

i. (in thousands of $)

Income tax provision
Deferred Tax Asset
Income Taxes Payable

9,393
8,293
17,686
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ii. (in thousands of $)
2012 Deferred Tax Assets
2012 Deferred Tax Liabilities
Net Deferred Tax Assets

14,302
794
13,508 <-Ending DTA balance
5,214 <- Beg. DTA balance
8,294

Net Deferred Tax Asset for 2012 ->
iii. (in thousands of $)
Income tax Provision
Income before provision for income taxes

9,393
23,898

= 39.30%

Differences between the effective rate and the statutory rate result from
permanent differences between book income and taxable income, or from
expected changes in the statutory rate in future years.
iv. The $13,508,000 appears in two pieces on the balance sheet: $6,912,000
as a current deferred tax asset, and $6,596,000 as a noncurrent deferred tax
asset.
g.

i. The difference between the book and tax depreciation expense led to the
origination of a deferred tax liability. This means that taxable income was
lower than book income, resulting in future taxable amounts.
ii.
Deferred income tax liability relating to
PPE

/ Statutory income tax rate =

794,000 / 38% = $

Cumulative difference in book and tax
depreciation expense

2,089,474

iii. (in thousands of $)

Current PPE account balance $
Less: difference between tax depr. and book depr. $
Book balance of PPE if tax depr. method used on books $

h.

4,862
(2,089)
2,773

i. The temporary differences between the book and tax amounts of bad debt
expense caused the book income to be lower than taxable income. This leads
to future deductible amounts recognized as deferred tax assets in the current
year.
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ii.
Change in the deferred income tax asset related / Statutory income tax rate = current period difference in book and
tax bad debt expense
to the Allow. for Doubtful Accounts
229,000 / 38% = $

602,632

i.

The deferred income tax asset valuation account has a balance of $713,000
on December 31, 2012. ZAGG has determined that it is more likely than not
that ZAGG will realize the entirety of the deferred tax asset because its
investee, HzO, is in a development phase and has uncertain future
profitability. Because ZAGG predicts it is more likely than not that none of
the deferred tax asset related to HzO will be realized, they made the
valuation account equal to the assets entirety.

j.

(in thousands of $)
Income Tax Provision
Deferred tax asset

1,777
1,777
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Case 13
Johnson & Johnson

Retirement
Obligations
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One of the most important decisions facing workers of today has nothing to do with
their job, responsibilities, or titles. It requires the exercising of a skill unique to
humans: forward thinking. From the first day on the job, employees are pushed to
start thinking about life after work, and how they will be able to afford retirement.
Due to the significance of post-retirement plans, employers have a myriad of options
they can offer their employees. It is easy to get lost in the complexities of employerprovided pension plans, and this complexity is not lost in the accounting of the plans
either. The fund by an employer is actually considered a separate accounting entity
in itself. The employer sponsors the plan and makes contributions to the fund,
which receives the contributions, administers and invests the assets, and makes
payments to retirees. As the backer of the fund, the employer gets to decide which
type of pension plans to offer its employees.

There are two general types of pension plans. The first is a defined benefit plan.
Under a defined benefit plan, the employer is agreeing to pay a certain benefit at the
time of retirement to employees. This amount is determined through complicated
actuarial formulas based on several estimated variables, such as years of service,
compensation levels, and average life span. The second type of plan is a defined
contribution plan. Under these plans, the employer is obligated to contribute a
certain sum each period and as long as that amount is made in full, there is no
pension related asset or liability reported on the balance sheet. Defined benefit
plans had been the predominant form offered by employers in the past, but the costs
of these have risen vastly as life expectancy increases. So as companies, such as
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Johnson & Johnson in this case, transition into offering more defined contribution
plans, the current status of their pension plans consists partially of defined benefit
plans for the longer-tenured employees along with the newer defined contribution
plans.

There are a few options as to what the employer’s obligation is. A vested benefit
obligation is calculated based on current salary levels and only vested benefits. An
accumulated benefit obligation considers both vested and non-vested benefits with
current salary levels to compute its value. The generally accepted obligation to use
is the projected benefit obligation (PBO). The PBO is calculated using both vested
and non-vested benefits based on future salaries. The PBO is always the largest of
the three options, and choosing it follows the conservatism guidelines companies
follow.

The employer’s obligation to employees arises from services rendered during the
employee’s time at the company. Therefore, a pension expense is reported each
year. There are a series of items that can affect the final pension expense number.
The first and most straightforward is service cost. This is simply the increase in the
benefits payable derived from services rendered by the employee during the year.
The next item is interest on the pension liability. The PBO is recorded at its
actuarial present value, so as time moves forward, the interest must be added to
keep the PBO at the proper present value.
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Each year, a company will make an estimate for the return on their invested plan
assets, which will reduce the pension expense during the year. Once the actual
return is determined for the year, the company will net that number with an
“unexpected return” amount to ensure that the ending decrease to pension expense
will equal the expected return the company established at the beginning of the year.
This is done to “smooth” the potentially erratic actual returns from year to year.
The final two items that can affect pension expense are the amortization of
unrecognized prior service cost and amortization of unrecognized net gain or loss.
The amortization of prior service cost will always increase the pension expense, and
the amortization of the gain or loss could affect the expense either positively or
negatively.

The yearly increases to the PBO are somewhat balanced out by benefits paid to
retirees. Whenever a payment occurs, the fund will reduce its plan asset amount, as
well as decrease the PBO. These payments are the fulfillment of years’ worth of
work. The employee performing his or her duties to the employer, and the employer
ensuring the employee is taken care of after their time at the company ends by
properly investing and monitoring the fund. The presence of an effective pension
plan incentivizes employees to work hard while giving them some peace of mind
with the knowledge that their future is being prepared for them.
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APPENDIX
($ Amounts in millions)
a.

i. A defined benefit plan means it is the employer’s obligation to provide a
certain benefit at the time of retirement. The benefit is typically determined
from an employee’s years of service and of the compensation level at the tail
end of the employee’s career. The employer holds the burden of successfully
investing the contributions. A defined contribution plan means the employer
has an obligation to contribute a certain sum each period based on a formula.
The risk and performance of the fund lies with the employee as they get to
choose how the contributions are invested. Johnson & Johnson offers both
types of retirement plans.
ii. Retirement plans are liabilities because Johnson & Johnson is required to
pay the employees in the future.
iii. The company must assume things like life expectancy after retirement,
future salaries, employee turnover, and early retirement frequency.

b.

Service cost- the amount of services rendered by the employee during the
current year that increases the projected benefit obligation.
Interest cost- the interest cost is determined by multiplying the beginning of
the year balance of the projected benefit obligation and the settlement rate.
Actuarial gains/losses- these result from changes in the assumptions listed
above in a(iii) from the actuaries.
Benefits paid to retirees- the actual payouts from the fund to retired
employees. This action reduces plan assets and reduces the PBO.

c.

Actual return on pension- the increase in the pension fund from interest,
dividends, and changes in the fair value of the plan assets.
Company contributions to the plan- these are payments made into the fund
by the company according to their actuarial formula.
Benefits paid to retirees- the actual payouts from the fund to retired
employees. This action reduces plan assets and reduces the PBO.

d.

When determining pension expense, a firm will take an actual return on
plan assets and an unexpected return on plan assets. The net effect on
pension expense will equal the company’s expected return. The expected
return is what the firm expects based on their actuarial assumptions. The
actual return is described above in c, and this number will affect the amount
in unexpected return. The unexpected return will be whatever amount
causes the net effect of the returns on the pension expense to be the expected
return.
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e.

The retirement plan is an investment that will pay out its benefits at the end
of the employee’s time at the company after being invested and grown for the
duration of the employee’s time at the company. The health-care and
insurance benefits are realized year to year while the employee is still
working regularly for the firm.

f.

i. The pension expense for 2007 is $646.
ii.

Service Cost entry:
Pension expense
PBO

597
597

Interest Cost entry:

Pension Expense
PBO
g.

656
656

i. The value of the PBO is $12,002 at the end of 2007. The estimated amount
of total benefits the company will pay out to current employees during their
retirement. This number is based on a lot of assumptions, but these
assumptions are made with a lot of statistical analysis done by actuaries so
the number is fairly reliable.
ii. The pension related interest expense for 2007 is $656. The interest rate
used to calculate this is the following:

Beg. PBO balance * int rate = interest cost
11660 * int rate = 656
int. rate = 5.63%
This rate is reasonable because it is close to a previously used discount rate
of 6.5 percent.
iii. The company paid $481 in benefits during the year. The company doesn’t
pay cash out of its balance on the balance sheet. It is cash that comes out of
the separate accounting entity established for the PBO fund. The payment of
benefits decreases both the PBO and plan assets.
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h.

i. This “value” represents the fair value of the assets at the end of the year,
which is $10,469.
ii. Expected returns in 2006 and 2007 were $701 and $809, respectively.
Actual returns for these years were $966 and $743. This resulted in a
difference between expected and actual returns of 27 percent in 2006 and 8
percent in 2007. The large difference in 2006 is significant, and the results of
this year may have altered expectations for 2007 leading to a lower
difference that year. When determining pension expense one must reduce
the expense by the expected return, therefore it better reflects the economics
of the pension expense.
iii. In 2007, Johnson & Johnson and its employees contributed $379
compared to $306 in 2006.
iv. At the end of 2007, for Johnson & Johnson’s plan assets in the United
States are invested in equity (79 percent) and debt (21 percent) securities.
For its international retirement plans, it has a distribution of equity (67
percent), debt (32 percent), and real estate (1 percent). Johnson &
Johnson is projecting a phasing out of the real estate investment and
moving it into more debt securities.

i.

On December 31, 2007, the plan is under funded by $1,533. On December 31,
2006, the plan was under funded by $2,122. The status of the fund is
composed of non-current assets, non-current liabilities, and current
liabilities on the balance sheet.
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